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The numbering of the sections in this part continues the numbering in the
first two installments, pages 44-93 and 316-369 of the first volume of this
journal.

Consider again the situation treated in the introduction to the first in-
stallment. Given a measure that is invariant under the transition measures.

((B) fc ((dr)P(r, B), B C,

one can construct a stationary Markoff process defined for all values of time,
positive or negative. The process obtained by reversing the direction of time
is well known to be a stationary Markoff process also. If the original transi-
tion measures are absolutely continuous with respect to ,

P,(r, ds) p(r, s)(ds),

then the reversed process has for transition measures

Q,(r, ds) ==- p,(s, r)((ds).

Let us suppose that matters stand so, and that the Q,(r, ds) satisfy the condi-
tions of regularity imposed upon the P,(r, ds). There exists then a one-to-one
correspondence between measures excessive for P,(r, ds) and functions ex-
cessive for Q,(r, ds), as well as a dual correspondence in which the two families
of transition measures exchange roles. The results of the first two install-
ments may now be stated in terms of one or the other class of excessive func-
tions, with a consequent sharpening of certain statements. One obtains in
this way, for example, the representation of an excessive function as the sum
of a potential and an excessive function having certain additional properties;
this particular result is unfortunately somewhat misleading, for a similar
representation can be proved to hold in the setting of the second installment.
One can also define naturally a capacity of sets that behaves like the
Newtonian capacity and has the same interpretation by means of processes.

It is rather too stringent to suppose the invariance of or the absolute con-
tinuity of P,(r, ds) relative to , as we have done above, for either hypothesis
rules out the potential theory of the heat equation on a bounded domain. We
shall treat instead the relative theory, with ( an excessive measure and certaitt
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averages of the transition measures absolutely continuous. The two classes
of processes do not then arise from a stationary Markoff process with time
running one way or the other, and the proofs are somewhat more complicated
than for the situation described above. The details are set forth in 17-19
and 21.

In 20 we discuss the statement that some point must be regular for a
compact set unless the set is negligible. The statement is true of Brownian
motion in space, but not in space-time, and the discrepancy accounts for
much of the behavior that distinguishes superharmonic functions from super-
parabolic functions. There are several equivalent formulations of the state-
ment in terms of excessive functions. The statement is proved to hold if
the functions p(r, s) appearing above are symmetric in r and s, that is to
say, if the transition measures of the stationary Markoff process remain the
same when the direction of time is reversed.

17. Dual processes
Let be a separable locally compact Hausdorff space, (C) the Bnach

space of functions continuous on 5e and vanishing at infinity. We suppose
given a semigroup of linear transformations H of () satisfying the relations

0 _-< t/ f __< max f, lira Hf f,
v-0

for every positive function f in (5C). This semigroup will be held fast in
the remainder of the paper.

In order to apply the results of preceding sections it is necessary to extend
the semigroup as in 15. The transformation H can be written

(17.1) H f.(r) =-- f H(r, ds)f(s),

with H(r, ds) a measure on 5C of mass not greater than 1. Adjoin a point
w to 5C, and define Markoff transition measures on the enlarged space by
setting

P(r, B) H(r, B), r 5C, B ,
P(r, w) 1 H(r, C), r C,

P,(w, w) 1.

These transition measures were shown in 15 to satisfy hypotheses (A) and
(C). The corresponding processes will be denoted by X as before.
The H(r, ds) are of course the transition measures relative to the time a

process reaches the point w. This time differs with probability 1--even
certainly--from the time the process first hits a given subset of , and a

sample path remains at w once it arrives there. So the terminal time seldom
need be mentioned, for the sets we shall speak of all lie in 5C.
The field ((5C) is defined as in 1. A function on 5C is understood to be
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measurable over ((3C) and to be extended to the enlarged space by giving it
the value 0 at w. This convention permits one to write

f(X(r)) do,Hf.(r)

for example, instead of restricting the integral to a certain subset of 2. The
function Hf is understood to be defined by the right member of (17.1), which
makes sense whenever f is positive or bounded.
The notation now differs a little from that of the first two installments;

we have reserved the notation introduced in the second installment for the
situation treated in the latter part of this section.

Let a be a positive Lebesgue measurable function on J, the interval
0 < r <: . The kernel H(a, r, ds) is defined to be

H(, r, B) =- fs (r)H(r, B) dr, r

It will sometimes be written simply H() or H, these expressions are used
also to denote the associated transformation of functions or of measures. The
reader should keep in mind the following facts: The integral of a bounds
H(, r, C). The kernel H, increases to Ha as increases to/3; a similar state-
ment holds as a decreases, if the integral of a is finite. The kernel is linear in
a in the sense that

H+ H + H, Hx. H.,

with X a positive number. Let us denote by a, for a positive number, he
function defined on J as a(r a) for r greater than a and as 0 otherwise;
then H(a.) is precisely the compositionH. H.. Consequently, H. Ha coincides
with H(a f), where

’() --- J0 (- )() &"

Suppose for the moment tht the integral of a is 1. There is then a positive
random variable U hving a as density function. If X is process saring
a the poin r and if U is independent of X, one has the interpretation

H(, r, B) @iX(U)eB}, B

A good many of the later proofs are most naturally carried out in two steps.
The first argues in terms of X and U to establish some relation for almost all
points; the second uses continuity of the analytical expressions to show there
are no exceptional points. Such a course complicates the notation; I have
chosen rather to avoid the stochastic arguments.
We shall ordinarily be concerned with functions in F, the class of positive

continuous functions on J with compact support, or in the subclass F, com-
prising the functions having unit integrals. We shall write
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in rl, if there is a number p such that , vanishes in the interval (p, and
vanishes in the interval (0, o). A fundamental sequence is a sequence of

functions , in r such that %+1 < ’ and such that, for every strictly positive
number o, the function /. vanishes in the interval (o, ), provided n is suffi-
ciently large.

Let a increase to , all functions being in I’. By Dini’s theorem, the dif-
ference a is bounded by e/, with , a fixed element of r and e a variable
number decreasing to 0. This remark is useful in several passages to the limit.
The next hypothesis is assumed in the remainder of the paper:

(F) The measure is excessive relative to the transition measures H(r, ds).
For every / in r there is a function h(% r, s) defined on X which satisfies the
relation

H(% r, B) f. h(% r, s)(ds), r e 3C, B 5e,

and which belongs to e(3C) when considered as a function of r or of s. An in-
tegral (dr)f(r)h(., r, s) belongsto e(3C) as function of s, provided f is continuous
and has compact support in 3C. As . runs through somefundamental sequence,

sup f (dr)h(% r, s) >= 1, s e G,lim
o

for every open set G in

It was proved in 15 that special sets may be replaced by open sets having
compact closures, in a situation as regular as the present one; so the measure
is finite on compact sets. The absolute continuity of the measures H(% r, ds)

with respect to implies that (G) is strictly positive if G is open and not
empty; this fact, of course, follows also from the last assertion in the hypothe-
sis. A set is therefore dense in C if its complement is a null set for (. A null
set for is obviously approximately null; the converse follows from Proposi-
tion 14.2.
For fixed , and r, the function h(/, r, s) of s is positive except on a set of

(-measure null; it is therefore positive everywhere. A similar argument shows
it to be linear and increasing in /. Thus, by the remark preceding the hy-
pothesis, h(,, r, s) increases to h(/, r, s) as /increases to ,’.
The integral ] (dr)h(’r, r, s) is lower semicontinuous in s, by Fatou’s lemma.

If /belongs to I’1, then , since it is excessive, dominates the measure (H
thus ((dr)h(’, r, s) is bounded by 1 for s outside a null set relative to (, so
for all s without exceptions. Consequently, the upper limit mentioned in
(F) is in fact a limit, the value being the constant 1 on G. The further relation

lim/ ((dr)h@, r, s) O, s e G,
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must then be true as v runs through the fundamental sequence mentioned in
the hypothesis. It is now clear that

(17.2) f (dr)f(r)h(% r, s) f(s), s e ,
if f belongs to e() and runs through the same fundamental sequence. The
integral itself belongs to e(SC) as a function of s; for f can be written as the
sum of two continuous functions, one with compact support and one uni-
formly small, so that the integral differs by an arbitrarily small amount from a
function in e(C), according to hypothesis (F) and the second sentence of this
paragraph.

For r, o/, "Y’ fixed, the equation

f h(’,,,, r, t)h(,’, t, s)(dt) h(, "),’, r, s)

holds for all s outside a null set for (, hence on a set dense in 3C. The integral
is continuous in s, according to what has just been proved, because h(,, r, t)
belongs to e(3C) as a function of t. So the equation is true for all r and s.

Let us define the linear transformation f ---. fH. of e(3C) into itself by the
formula

(17.4) ffl.(s) ---= f f(r)((dr)h(% r, s).

(The unusual arrangement of the symbols is not necessary at the moment, but
it is in keeping with later usage.) The transformation is linear in v; it has a
bound not exceeding the integral of v; and /v/vIv, coincides with /v.v,
according to (17.3). Consider a bounded measure , not necessarily positive,
and a function f in e(,e); according to (17.2), the relation

f f f(s)(ds)

must hold, as / runs through the fundamental sequence mentioned in hy-
pothesis (F). So the collection of functions f/, with f and , variable, is
dense in e().
The correspondence , --/ can be extended by continuity to a bounded

representation, by linear transformations on e(), of the convolution algebra
of integrable functions on the additive semigroup of the positive reals. Since
the ranges of the transformations span all of (), there is a semigroup of
bounded linear transformations/, of e(SC) such that f/ converges strongly
to f as r -- 0 and such that

f ,(r)fIrL dr, " e r, f e(C).
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The proof is to be found, for example, in 32C of the book, Abstract Harmonic
Analysis, by L. H. Loomis. The transformations /I clearly have all the
properties of the transformations HT, sending positive functions into positive
ones and not increasing the norm. We can therefore write

fL.(s) f (r)L(dr, s),

with L(dr, s) a measure of mass not greater than 1. After enlarging the space
by adioining a point , one can introduce Markoff transition measures

P(dr, s) that yield the (dr, s) when both arguments are restricted to 3C.
These transition measures satisfy hypotheses (A) and (C); the corresponding
processes will be denoted by .
The relation

f h(3", r, s)(ds) =- H(r, 3e) <= 1, 3" e FI,

shows that dominates the measure/ for every 3’ in 1’1. Thus, taking f
to be a positive function in e(3C) and letting 3" run through a fundamental
sequence, one obtains the inequalities

f f(r),.(dr) <-_ lim inf f f,i.(s)(ds) -< f f(s)(ds),

by Fatou’s lemma. The measure is therefore excessive relative to the kernels
fir(dr, s).

It is now evident that the semigroups H and r have equal roles in the
situation being discussed; they are said to be dual relative to the basic measure. Propositions and conventions are usually stated for the semigroup H
and the associated processes X; they are to be carried over to the dual semi-
group and processes in the obvious manner. The element of measure (dr)
is written dr from now on, and phrases like integrable or almost everywhere are
understood to be defined in terms of the basic measure.

Hypothesis (F) amounts to saying, h(3", r, s) is the density of H(3", r, ds)
when considered as a function of s, the density of/(3", dr, s) when considered
as a function of r. In the simplest circumstances, discussed in the next few
paragraphs, these relations correspond to a certain identity of the dual pro-
cesses.
For the moment suppose the H(r, ds) to be true Markoff transition measures

and to be invariant, that is to say,

(B) f (dr)H,(r, B), B c

Let aj be the set of functions from the reals to 5e which are continuous on the
right and have limits from the left; take (g(aJ) to be the least Borel field which
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includes all sets defined by a single relation y(z) e B, with B a Borel set in.
There is a measure m on (() determined by the condition that

re(A) Jo dr f, Hal(r, dsl) f, f, Ha(s_l, ds),

if A is a subset of defined by the relations y(i) e B, the ai forming a finite
increasing sequence of real numbers and A standing for a ai_l. In par-
ticular, the set defined by a single relation y(a) e B has measure (B). The
shift transformations y(a) -- y(a - ) obviously leave the measure invariant.
Suppose further that is bounded. One may as well take (), hence also

the measure of 5, to be 1. The triple (5, 5(5), m) is then thestandard realiza-
tion of a strictly stationary Markoff process having the H(r, ds) for transition
measures. Now, a Markoff process remains one when the direction of time is
reversed. Under (F) and the present hypotheses the transition measures of
the reversed Markoff process are precisely the measures [L(dr, s); unfor-
tunately, the sample paths are continuous on the left, not on the right, so that
one must alter the new paths slightly as well as change the direction of time.

Consider the set in 5 defined by the two relations y(a) e B and y(a r) e C
with a positive number; its measure, which does not depend on a, will be
denoted by (B, C, ). The set and its measure can be interpreted two ways,
either the original process or the reversed one being taken as primitive; the
sets B and C exchange roles in the two interpretations, and one may suppose
the reversed process to be continuous on the right because there are no fixed
discontinuities. Now,

f, fc h(% r, s)dr ds f C, r) (r)dr,

m equation that defines h(, r, s) for almost all r and s. If belongs to F,,
the equation leads obviously to dual interpretations of h(% r, s) as a condi-
tional probability density.

All that has been said remains true even if (3C) is infinite, provided one
permits probability spaces of infinite measure to be used in defining a Nfarkoff
process. The theories of the Newtonian potential, the potentials of Marcel
Riesz, and the heat potential are included in the extension, with the relevant
Lebesgue inesure.

We shall not attempt to relate the dual processes to one another in the
general situation, for the description requires notions that are not used in this
paper.
Dual systems of termin[ times re studied in the remainder of the section.

A positive function nd an analytic set determine one system for processes X,
mother for processes X; let K,(r, ds) nd [{,(dr, s) be the associated relative
transition measures. Functions lc(,, r, s) and (,, r, s) exist, well defined but
usually not continuous, which satisfy the relations
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f (r)K(r, B) dr f l(, r, s) ds,

f /(’)(C, s) dr fc f(’’ r, s) dr.

The two functions turn out to be the same. This fundamental equality can
be established for almost all r and s in. a number of ways. In the situation
discussed a moment ago, for example, the equality in this sense hardly needs
proving; but even there the absence of exceptional points is not immediate.
We shall follow this course: The definition of h(,, r, s) is first extended to lower
semicontinuous ,. The functions/c(/, r, s) are then defined and some of their
elementary properties discussed. It is shown that k(,, r, s) can be approxi-
mated naturally by continuous functions, provided / is suitably restricted;
the approximation is the means of establishing a relation without exceptions
once it is known almost everywhere. The equality of k(,, r, s) and/(/, r, s)
almost everywhere, for certain systems of terminal times, is next proved by
studying the semigroups induced by K,(r, ds) and ,(dr, s) on the space of
square integrable functions. The strict equality is finally proved by several
passages to the limit.
The composition f g of two positive functions on 3C X 3C is defined to be

f g.(r, s) - ff f(r, t)g(t, s) dt, r, s e

The operation is associative but not commutative.
We take h(a, r, s), for a positive lower semicontinuous, to be the supremum

of h(/, r, s) as , ranges over the functions in 1 nowhere exceeding a; it will
often be denoted by h(a) or ha when considered as a function on 3C X 3C.
Clearly, h(a, r, s) is lower semicontinuous in r and in. s, and linear in a in
the sense that h+e coincides with h -t- he and hx with kh. Also, h in-
creases to he as a increases to/, and h.e coincides with h he

Let a be a positive function on 3C, A an analytic subset of 5C, and 9 a
system of terminal times for the processes X determined by a and A u {w};
we shall say, simplifying the language, that 9 is determined by a and A. The
transition measures relative to 9 are denoted by K(r, ds), as in 10, and
K K K(a, r, ds) are defined in the same manner as H H H(a, r, ds).
The notation of 10 will be used, with a few changes in meaning of no conse-
quence. I is the interval 0 -_< < , and Iv the interval 0 =< z <2 r. Now
H(r, dz, ds) is regarded, for each r in 3C, as the measure on I X 3( defined as

(17.5) H(r, C, D) (P{R C, X(R) e D}, C I, D 3C,

with X a process starting at r and R the associated terminal time; this defini-
tion agrees with (10.5) becuuse only subsets of 3C are considered. Equation
(10.6) reads

H(r, B) K(r, B) -+- Hu(r, d(, dt)H_(t, B) - 5) R r, X(r) e B}.
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Since the last term on the right vanishes for all but countably many values
of r, one obtains

H(o. r. B) K(a. r. B) + fxc H(r. dr. dt)H(a, t. B)

after integrating with respect to the positive measure a(r)dr; here a is the
translated function defined as a(r -t- a) for r in J. Since K(a, r, ds) is domi-
nated by H(a, r, ds), it is absolutely continuous relative to ( if a belongs to r.
For given r in 5 and a in r, any choice of the density function satisfies

the equation

h(a, r, s) lc(a, r, s) + fxc H(r. dz. dt)h(a, t. s)

for almost all s; we define It(a, r, s) unambiguously as the one solution of
the equation. The integral is positive, lower semicontinuous in s, and domi-
nated by h(a, r, s) for all s because it is so for almost all s. Thus, k(a, r, s)
is positive, upper semicontinuous in s, and not greater than h(a, r, s). It is
linear and increasing in a. It vanishes identically in a and s if r is regular
for , because the integral then reduces to h(a, r, s). It increases to k(, r, s)
as a increases to a function that also belongs to r, for ha and the integral
have as limits he and the integral written for t instead of a.

We define lc, for a positive lower semicontinuous, to be the supremum of
lc as , ranges over the functions in I’ nowhere exceeding a; here lc is under-
stood to be lc(a, r, s) regarded as a function on 5 X 3e. The properties
mentioned in the last four sentences of the preceding paragraph carry over
at once, except for the upper semicontinuity in s. In addition,/c(a, r, s) is
always the density function of K(a, r, ds), in the sense that

K(a. r. B) f. lc(a. r. s) ds. B .
and it satisfies equation (17.6) if the integral on the right is finite--in par-
ticular, if h(a, r, s) is finite.
The function ha lc is easily seen to be continuous in its first space variable

if a and fl belong to P: The lower semicontinuity of ha. lc and ha. (he l@
in that variable follows from Fatou’s lemma; the sum of these functions is
h(a. fl), continuous in each space variable; so the two functions must be
continuous in the first variable. Similarly, lc h is continuous in the second
space variable and h. lc. h is continuous in each, provided , also be-
longs to r.
The functions a,/, -/are assumed to be in r during this paragraph, a and ,

having unit integrals; a’, ’, ,’ are restricted similarly and are supposed to
satisfy the relations a -< a’ and - /. We shall prove that leo,. h, domi-
nates /c0 h if / coincides with . /. It is first of all clear that the
kernel K H, decreases with the number r, the sum -t- r being held fast; the
kernel KoH is the integral of K H with respect to the measure (z)(r) dz dr;
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the domination of KoH by K, H, follows from the relative position of the
supports of fl(r)’(r) and fl’(a)/(r); the assertion to be proved is then im-
mediate, since lc h is the density corresponding to the kernel KH -and is
continuous in the second space variable. Similarly, the inequality

h/ h =< h, /c, h,

holds if , ,-/ coincides with a f’ /; here or , may be allowed to
coincide with ’ or ’. The argument also establishes the inequality

h, .(r, s) <= h, , lc,.(r, s),

for r fixed and almost all s, provided coincides with ’ ’. The relation
holds in fact without exception, as we shall see at the end of the section.

,A function , in r is said to be special if it can be written as ,,
for every pair of positive integers m and n, with belonging to P and the

forming a fundamental sequence in r. The function , , which is
independent of n, will be denoted by fl evidently
also. Lvery function in I’, hence every positive lower semicontinuous func-
tion on J, is the limit of an increasing sequence of special functions; results
proved for special functions are therefore easily translated to more
general ones.

PROPOSITION 17.1. If " is special, then

both decrease to/c(/) as m and n increase o infinity.

The functions have already been shown to decrease as ra and n increase.
On writing equation (17.6) with , in place of a and then composing every

term with h(a,), one obtains

h(’, r, s) leo h.(r, s) + f H(r, d(r, dt)h( a, t, s),

where and are understood to have the subscript n. Now, fl: a. increases
to , so that /c(), h(a,) indeed decreases to
The next step of the proof uses a remark or two that should have been made

at the moment terminal times were defined. Let X be a process, Z a positive
random variable independent of X and having e ts density function for
positive , and S the infimum of the strictly positive r sttisfying the inequality

fo a(X((r) ) d(r Z.

Then., for every strictly positive e, the strict inequality

> z
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holds almost everywhere on the set where S is finite. Otherwise, as one easily
sees, the equation

fo a(X(o.)) do. Z

would hold with strictly positive probability for some r; now, this is absurd,
for the two members are independent and Z has a continuous distribution.
Consequently, the terminal time R, assigned to X by the pair (a, A) and the
uuxiliary variable Z, coincides with the infimum of the strictly positive r for
which one of the assertions

X(r) . A, a(X(o.)) do- > Z,

is true, provided one neglects a set of probability null.
Consider a sequence of stopping times T for X that decrease to 0; suppose

X, Z, T to be independent; and take R to be the terminal time assigned to
the shifted process X(r -t- T) by the pair (a, A), with Z as auxiliary variable.
The sum T - R obviously decreases as n increases; according to the para-
graph above, the limit is R with probability 1. Another choice of auxiliary
variables yields a little more. Let Z’ be a positive random variable distrib-
uted like Z and independent of the random quantities mentioned so far.
Take as auxiliary variable in defining R the one that coincides with

Z fo
r"

a(X(o.)) do.

on the set where R exceeds T and with Z’ on the complement.
Again T R decreases to R with probability 1; this time it coincides with
R on the set where R exceeds T,, a set which increases with n and which
ultimately exhausts 2 up to a null set if X starts from a point not regular for
the system R determined by a and A.
We shall next prove a weak statement concerning the behavior of

h(am) * lc(m). Let X be a process starting at the point r, with associated
terminal time R. In order to simplify the interpretation, the function
hence every also---will be assumed to have unit integral. Let S be a posi-
tive rndom variable having /for density function, and write it as the sum
of independent random variables T and U having a and for density
functions. We assume these random variables to take on values in the sup-
ports of the corresponding density functions and to be independent of X and
he auxiliary variable Z used in defining R. Clearly, T decreases to 0 as n
increases, and U remains bounded away from 0. The extended M:arkoff
property implies the relation

f f t, > v l,
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where Rm has the same meaning as before and B is a set in .
hand,

r, (p{X(S) e B, > S}.8) ds R

On the other

Now, by the foregoing paragraph, the first probability decreases to the second.
Consequently, the integral ] h(a,, r, t)k(,, t, s) dt decreases to/c(% r, s) for
r fixed and almost all s. In this statement one may obviously replace
by and , by fin we shall use this fact immediately.
The equations

lim h(a) lc(,) h(a,) lim lim h(am) l(,) h(a,)

lim/c() h(a)

c()

complete the proof of the proposition. The transformations are justified by
monotonicity, the paragraph above, and the first step of the proof.

It will be seen at the end of the section that also h(a), lc(m) decreases
to ().
We can now prove that lc, ]c coincides with tc,o whenever and are

positive lower semicontinuous. It is enough to prove the assertion for a
function in r and a special function ,, since the general assertion follows on
considering increasing sequences. First note that , is special, the factoriza-
tions being ( ) in the notation used above. The equation

/(t) lc(t.) h(a) lc( fin) h(a)

holds without exceptions, since it holds almost everywhere in the second space
variable once the first is fixed and since both members are continuous in the
second space variable. According to the proposition, the left member de-
creases to k, ]c and the right one to
We shall consider next the semigroups induced by the relative transition

Ineasures on certain Banach spaces. Let N be the set of points in 5 not
regular for 9, and let ( be the restriction to of the basic measure (. The
Banach space .g(N) is defined in terms of (’, with p restricted by the inequali-
ties 1 _-< p < , and aZ(;) is the Banach space of bounded functions on ;,
two functions being identified if they coincide almost everywhere on N. These
spaces may be considered subspaces of the corresponding spaces (C) and
91Z(Se), defined in terms of the basic measure; they are indeed the subspaces
comprising the functions vanishing outside

It has been noted that k(a, r, s) vanishes identically in a and s if r lies out-
side c. The analogous statement for s outside N is usually false. For given
a and r, however, k(a, r, s) vanishes almost everywhere on the complement of. In verifying this statement we shall assume a to have unit integral, for
simplicity. Let X be a process starting at r, let R be the corresponding ter-
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minal time, and let U be a positive random variable having for density func-
tion and independent of X and R. The mass attributed to N by the
measure/c(, r, s) ds isiust the probability of the ioint event that X(U) belongs
to 5( N and R exceeds U; now, this probability obviously vanishes, by the
definition of N, so that the statement is true. It is therefore unnecessary to
specify the domain of integration to be N, rather than 5e, when one uses the
measure lc(, r, s)ds.

If , belongs to r and f to (N) or fig(N), the integral

(17.7) Kf.() =_ f r, s)f(s) ds

is finite for every r, because /c(,, r, s) belongs both to 1(N) and to fig(X);
and the integral vanishes for r outside N. Since k(,, r, s), considered as
function of either space variable, has an integral bounded by that of ,, one
may take the equation to define a linear transformation f -- K f of either
1(N) or NZ(C) into itself, the bound of the transformation not exceeding the
integral of ,. This statement remains true with 2(3C) replaced by
for every value of p, according to the convexity theorem of Marcel Riesz.
These transformations will be denoted indifferently by K.

Let g be the restriction to N of a positive continuous function with compact
support in . The function K g tends to g at every point of N, as r -- 0;
hence K g does so as "r runs through a fundamental sequence. The integral
of K g is moreover bounded by the integral of g, since- has unit integral. As
a consequence, K g approaches g in the norm of each space (N) as /runs
through a fundamental sequence. Now, linear combinations of functions
like g are dense in every (N). Therefore K, considered as a transforma-
tion on a particular space (N), tends strongly to the identity transformation
as /runs through a fundamental sequence. One can now apply the argument
yielding the existence of the semigroup . On each space :(N) there is
semigroup of transformations K, such that the bound of K, does not exceed
1, such that K, tends strongly to the identity transformation as r - 0, and
such that

K, f f (r)K, f dr, " r,

Ordinarily, a semigroup with these propertes does not exist on fig(X).
On starting with the functions h(,, r, s) one obtains a similar semigroup of

transformations H, on the space 2:’(3C). If, coincides with 3Cthat is to
say, if no point is regular for 9--two semigroups acting on the same space
have been defined. We proceed to relate their infinitesimal generators, as-
suming a further restriction on the system of terminal times.

Let us suppose 9 to be determined by a bounded function a, the set A
being empty; clearly, no point is regular for this system. Denote by I the
infinitesimal generator of the semigroup H, acting on (5(). The infinitesi-
mal generator of the semigroup K, acting on the same space will be shown
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to have the same domain as I and to be precisely I a, where a stands for
multiplication by the function a.
Given a function f in (C), define a family of functions g by setting

1 1
g, =---(Hf f) --(Kf f), r > O.

7"

The assertion concerning the infinitesimal generators will clearly be proved
once g, is shown to approach af in the norm of () as O. Now, g, muy
also be expressed as

where X is u process starting at r. Since a is bounded, one has the estimate

1 exp (X(o)) d a(X(o)) do + O(r),

wigh O(r) uniform in e and r. Consequengly, g(r) may be wriggen

do f(X(r))a(X(p))d + O(r) f(X(r)) d.

The second term approaches zero in norm, since the integrM is H, f. The first
term pproaches f in norm, as one sees on writing it in the form

_1 H(aH,_) d U(g) d + _1

nd noting that multiplication by a is bounded operation.
The identity of the functions lc nd is easily proved, for systems and

determined by a bounded function a, by pplying the foregoing result to the
semigroups K, and K acting on :(). We denote by (f, g) the innerproducL
of two elements of :(C). Both (f, H g) and (f, g) have the expression

ff f(r)h(% r, s)g(s) dr ds,

so that the transformations H nd re adjoint. Then H, and [t arc
adjoint for M1 ,, so also the infinitesimal generators I and . It follows that
I a and a are adjoint, for multiplication by a is a bounded self-adjoint
operator. The semigroups K, and K, are therefore ndjoiut. The resulting
equations

ff f(r)]c(, r, (f,dr ds

(f, if) ff f(r)(, r, s)ff(s) dr ds
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show that k and v coincide almost everywhere on the product space 3C X C,
if that space is given the product measure X .
We shall remove the restriction on the systems of terminal times before

eliminating the possibility of exceptional points. First, let the bounded
function a increase to the arbitrary positive function ar. The terminal time
R assigned to a process X by a decreases with probability 1 to the time R’
ssigned by a’, provided the same auxiliary variable is used throughout.
Let us take , to have unit integral, and choose a positive random variable
U having , for density function and independent of the auxiliary variable
as well as of the process X, which we suppose to start at the point r. Then

(17.8)

decreases to

(17.9)

f. k(% r, s) ds (p {X(U) B, R > U}

t’(V, r, s) ds (P{X(U) e B, R’ > U}

for every set B in 3C, because R or R’ can coincide with U only with prob-
ability null. Consequently, for r fixed and for almost all s, k(,, r, s) decreases
to/c’(/, r, s). Since/(-/, r, s) converges correspondingly to ’(,, r, s), defined
by the system determined by a’ for the processes J, the functions k and
must agree almost everywhere on 3C X 3e according to the preceding paragraph.
The result shows that lc and/ agree almost everywhere whenever the dual

systems of terminal times are determined by a positive function a and an open
set G, for one may dispense with G in the definition by taking a to be infinite
at every point of G. Let us denote by 9 the system determined for the
processes X by such a pair (a, G), and by 9 the system determined by a and
a compact set F, the same auxiliary variables being used in defining corre-
sponding terminal times. We now let G run through a decreasing sequence of
neighborhoods of F that have compact closures shrinking to F. Almost all
points of F are regular for F, hence regular for 9 and 9t; if r is such a point,
then k(,, r, s) and/d(/, r, s) both vanish identically in s. Consider a point r
outside F. The terminal time assigned by 9 to a process starting at r increases
with probability 1 to the time assigned by 9’, so that again the integral in
(17.8) approaches the one in (17.9), but through an increasing sequence in
the present circumstances. Thus lc increases to k almost everywhere on
5e X 5e. It is now clear that lc and , determined by the system dual to
9’, agree almost everywhere.
The next passage to the limit requires a strong version of Proposition 2.1

which will be proved using hypothesis (F), although, weaker assumptions
would suffice. Let X be a process having initial distribution g(r) dr, with g a
strictly positive function. Given an analytic set A, choose an increasing
sequence of compact subsets F of A so that the time X hits F. decreases with
probability 1 to the time X hits A; this can be done, according to Proposition
2.1. Let X be an arbitrary process. We shall prove that the time T at
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which X hits F. increases with probability 1 to the time T at which X hits
A. The statement is obvious for a process whose initial distribution is abso-
lutely continuous relative to the basic measure. To treat an arbitrary process,
choose fundamental sequence of functions am in I’1 and corresponding ran-
dom variables Um that have the am for density functions and are independent
of X. Let T or T: be the time the process X(r -{- Urn) hits A or F this
process has an absolutely continuous initial distribution, except for a small
mass at w, so that T decreases to T with probability 1 as n increases. Now,
we have seen earlier that Um -{- T decreases to T with probability 1 as m
increases. Therefore, T. must decrease to T with probability 1, since it is
dominated by Um - T for every m.

Consider now the dual systems and determined by a positive function
a nd an analytic set A. A repetition of the arguments above, using the
systems determined by a and the compact sets F. of the preceding paragraph,
establishes the agreement of the functions k and/ almost everywhere on
X . We shall prove there are no exceptional points.
Suppose first -/ to be special, with factorizations a,,m * a. The

equation
h() (.) h(.) h(,) () h()

holds almost everywhere on X , because the functions k(/3",) and/(.,)
coincide almost everywhere. The two members are continuous in each space
variable; so the equation must hold without exceptions. On passing to the
limit with the help of Proposition 17.1, we see that lc and/ must indeed be
the same function. This result extends at once to y positive lower semicon-
tinuous, for such a function is the limit of an increasing sequence of special
functions.
Some of the results obtained in the course of the proof can now be com-

pleted. Proposition 17.1, for example, should Mso include the statement that
h(am) * k(/3m) decreases to k. Such consequences of the identity of k and
] will be used frequently without special mention. The equation

(17.10) f H(r, dz, dt)h(a, t, s) f h(a, r, t)fiI6(dr dt, s),
Ix ,Ix3

vlid for a positive lower semicontinuous, follows at once from the identity
of lc and/ and the definitions of these functions, provided a belongs to I’.
It is extended to the more general functions by a passage to the limit.

18. Potentials and excessive functions

Let be a function on excessive relative to the semigroup IL and let /
be an element of rl. The equations

show first that H increases to as /runs through a fundamental sequence,
and next that is lower semicontinuous, for the second integral is lower semi-
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continuous in r by Fatou’s lemma. Hypothesis (F) thus binds excessive
functions more closely to the topology of than do the earlier hypotheses,
which imply a little less than Borel measurability.
Suppose to be finite on a set dense in ae; it must then be integrable on

some neighborhood of any given point s. Indeed, choose , in r so that
h(,, r, s) does not vanish identically in r, then fix r so that (r) is finite and
h(,, r, s) strictly positive; the inequality

>= f r, t)(t) dt

implies the integrability of on some neighborhood of s, because h(,, r, t)
is continuous in and strictly positive for near s. On coupling this result
with the fact that a set is approximately null if and only if it is a null set for
the basic measure , we see that saying is finite on a dense set, or finite
almost everywhere, or finite except on a set negligible for the processes X, or
integrable over compact subsets of ae are four equivalent ways of stating the
natural requirement of finiteness.

Let us denote by the measure (s)ds, with excessive for the H and
integrablc over compact sets. The measure/ ,

B, .(B) =--- f (B, s)(ds), B c FI,

is excessive relative to the semigroup/, because the density of/(/ ) is
the function H(H q), and it increases to as /runs through a fundamental
sequence. The measure itself is therefore excessive for the semigroup
H, since it is finite on compact sets.

Conversely, let be a measure excessive relative to the semigroup /,
and let , be an element of F.. The measure/ is the indefinite integral of
the function ,

This function is excessive for the H, because

H.(r) f h(% r, s)/ .(ds)

increases to (r) as r decreases to 0, by the definition of excessive measure.
Suppose the relation , < / to hold, so that dominates /, ; then

dominates , everywhere, because it does so almost everywhere and the
two functions are excessive. Thus increases to an excessive function
q as , runs through a fundamental sequence, and the limit does not depend
upon the particular fundamental sequence chosen. The equation

(18.1) (B)
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holds identically, by monotone convergence. Since is finite on compact
sets, is finite on a dense set as well as excessive relative to the semigroup H.
By the last two paragraphs, equation (18.1) and its dual establish a one-to-

one correspondence between measures that are excessive for one of the dual
semigroups and functions that are excessive for the other semigroup and
finite almost everywhere. The correspondence will be used to eliminate
excessive measures, statements being phrased in terms of the corresponding
excessive functions. This amounts to little more than a straightforward
translation, with a loss of intuitive content on occasion. A_ few statements
become more precise, however, partly because a natural density function is
finer than the corresponding measure, and partly because the situation being
treated is more regular than the one discussed in the second installment.
From now on, an excessive function is understood to be finite on a set dense

in 3C. A function or measure excessive relative to the semigroup H is said
to be right excessive; a point is said to be right regular for an analytic set if it
is regular for the system of terminal times defined by the set for the processes
X. Left excessive and left regular are defined similarly, in terms of the semi-
group /) and the processes . Propositions are usually stated for right
excessive functions.

In keeping with the replacement of excessive measures by functions, the
kernel U(r, s) for potentials is taken to be h(, r, s), with the constant 1 on
J. It is positive lower semicontinuous in each variable, even right excessive
in r and left excessive in s if the requirements of finiteness are met.

Let and be the dual systems of terminal times determined by a positive
function and an analytic set. The kernel -(dr, s) is defined by the formula.

(18.2) /(B, s) (P{2(/)eB,/ < m }, B c ,
where . is a process starting at the point s and/ is the time assigned by the
system . The kernel Ha(r, ds) is defined similarly. We write H(r, ds)
and (dr, s) if the systems are defined by the analytic set E and the null
function. Equation (17.10) implies the important relation

(18.3) fH(r, dt)U(t, s) f U(r, t)fiI(dt, s),

which is often abbreviated to H U U/i. It is also clear that H U
coincides with U/T. In the preceding definitions there are tacit conventions
regarding the points w and introduced in the last section. A right excessive
function, whether finite almost everywhere or not, is defined on the augmented
space 3C u {w} and vanishes at w. Similarly, a left excessive function is de-
fined at and vanishes there. In the expression. U(r, s), consequently, r may
be the point w or s the point , the kernel being null in either event. One
should permit s to be and B to include w in the definition (18.2), with the
understanding that/i(B, s) vanishes if B reduces to w or s coincides with e.
The definition of H(r, ds) is completed in like mn,nner. Such conventions,
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which are needed only in carrying over the results of earlier sections, will
seldom be mentioned in the future. Note also that U(r, s) is not a kernel in
the sense of 3, but rather the corresponding density function; more exactly,
there are two kernels in the old sense, U(r, s) ds and U(r, s) dr, corresponding
to the two semigroupsH and/:IT, and U(r, s) is the family of density functions
derived from either kernel. We shall retain the old notation for the composi-
tion of kernels, as in writing Ha U above, when there is little chance of
ambiguity.
The results of 10-14 obviously hold for right excessive functions; the

space is 5C u {z}, the processes are the processes X terminated on reaching w,
and the spectral sets are the open sets with compact closure in N:. One may
also apply the simple theory of 4-9, with the terminal time identically
infinite, for a right excessive function is one which is excessive relative to the
measures P(r, ds) introduced in the last section and which vanishes at the
point w.
The right potential U of a measure on is the function

f U(r,

which is positive lower semicontinuous, and right excessive if finite almost
everywhere. It is of course the density function of the measure that was
formerly named the potential of relative to the semigroup/. If u has
the form f(s) ds, then U is also the potential, in the old sense, of the function
f relative to the semigroup H the notion of right potential may therefore be
considered an extension of the old notion of potential of a function. The
second point of view accords with our treatment, and we shall suppose right
potentials to be defined at w and to vanish there.
The left potential U is the function

,U.(s) ---= f ,(dr) U(r, s),

which also is positive lower semicontinuous and has two interpretations. It
is taken to vanish at @.
The measure must be bounded if it has compact support and if Ur is

finite on a dense set; this statement follows from Proposition 12.1 and the
integrability of the potential over compact subsets of .

If is concentrated on the set of points left regular for a certain analytic
set E, then/ is evidently the same measure as ; according to relation
(18.3), the functions H U and Ur must also coincide.

Conversely, suppose Uu to be finite on a dense set and E to be an analytic
set such that H U coincides with U. Then must be concentrated on the
set of points left regular for E. In the proof we assume u to have unit mass,
without losing generality. Take J to be a process having u as initial distribu-
tion, and let be the time J hits E. Suppose that is not concentrated on
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the set of points left regular for E or, what is the same, that does not vanish
with probability 1. There exists then a compact subset F of 3C, with character-
istic function x, such that the integral

has a strictly positive value p. The integral of Uu over F is finite, because
Uu is finite on a dense set, and it exceeds the integral of UH , over F by
exactly the amount o. Thus Uu exceeds H U at some point of F, by (18.3),
and the assertion is proved.

According to the last two paragraphs, if U is finite on a dense set, then the
support of u is the least closed set F in 3C such that Ho U, coincides with U
whenever G is a neighborhood of F.
We shall ordinarily discuss potentials assuming a version of hypothesis

(E) of 12 to hold. Suppose (E) to hold for the semigroup Hr, so that an
integral U(r, s)f(s) ds is bounded in r if f is a bounded function vanishing
outside a compact subset of 3C. The function ] g(r)U(r, s) dr of s must then
be integrable over every compact subset of whenever g is integrable over
3C, and it is not much of an additional restriction to require the scmigroup
/ to satisfy (E). In order to preserve symmetry, we often assume the fol-
lowing hypothesis (G) rather than impose (E) on one of the dual semigroups.

(G) If F is a compact subset of 3C, then the integrals

fr U(r, s) ds, fr U(r, s) dr,

are bounded in r and in s.

Suppose (G) to be true. Then the semigroups HT and/r satisfy (D), by
Proposition 12.5. The right and the left potentials of a bounded measure
are finite on a dense set, and either determines the measure, according to
Proposition 14.1. A right excessive function is the limit of an increasing
sequence of potentials Uv, where may be taken bounded and absolutely
continuous relative to the basic measure ; this result is contained in Theorem
12.2.

Just as in preceding installments, it is sometimes advantageous to replace
the semigroups H and/ by the semigroups

with ), positive parameter. Hypothesis (F) carries over with the same basic
measure ; indeed, the only change is the replacement of h(,, r, s) by h(’, r, s),
where ,’ is the function e-X/(r). The new semigroups obviously satisfy (G)
if h is strictly positive. Quantities defined in terms of these semigroups will
be denoted by UX(r, s), H(r, ds), and so on.
We shall now complete the correspondence (18.1) between right excessive
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functions and left excessive measures by showing that if corresponds to
then H corresponds to 21 ; here E is an analytic set and 21 is the oper-
ation defined as in 14 but in terms of the semigroup [t. The statement
follows at once from (18.3) and the definition of M if is a right potential.
The extension to arbitrary right excessive functions, under hypothesis (G),
then follows from the definition of . Since M is defined generally by
introducing the parameter h and taking a limit as ), decreases, the statement
obviously holds even when (G) is not satisfied.

In order to develop the consequences of (G) we shall prove, using only
(F), that Hf is continuous on 5C as well as bounded if f is a bounded function
on 3C and a a positive integrable function on J. The function f is of course
assumed measurable over the field ((), so thatHf is defined unambiguously
by the formula

H,f.(r) =- fH(, r, ds)f(s) =- f ()IL f.(r) d.

Indeed, it is enough to suppose f measurable with respect to the basic measure,

for one can easily prove H(a, r, ds) to be absolutely continuous. Since the
mass of H(r, ds) does not exceed 1, we have the estimate

(18.4) sup lHfl --< sup lflf (r) dr,

which shows that H, f is bounded if f is bounded and that He f approaches
H, f uniformly if fl varies so that

(18.5) f a(r) (r) dr -- 0.

The function H,f belongs to a(3C) if f does so, because Hf is a bounded
continuous function of r in the norm of (3C). Consequently, H, g belongs
to (3C) if a is lower semicontinuous and if g is positive and dominated by a
function f in a(3C). For, both H, g and H,(f g) are lower semicontinuous,
and their sum belongs to (3C) the lower semicontinuity of H, g, for example,
follows from the representation

H,g.(r) f h(a, r, s)g(s) ds

nd the lower semicontinuity of h(a, r, s) in the variable r. The lower semi-
continuity of a may be dropped from the hypotheses, since a positive in-
tegrable function can be approximated in the sense of (18.5) by positive
lower semicontinuous functions. In particular, H, g belongs to a() if a

is integrable and if g is bounded and vanishes outside a compact subset of .
Let F be a compact set, G a neighborhood of F with compact closure in

5C, and v a strictly positive number. A simple argument, using only the
behavior of the semigroup H on (3C), yields the existence of a strictly posi-
rive i with the property that
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(18.6) H(r,- G) < for < i, reF.

Suppose f to be bounded by 1 and to have the form , ,, where
are positive functions with unit integrals nd/(r) vanishes for r greater than. Write

Hf H{xH f} + H{ (1 x)H f},

with x the characteristic function of G. The first term on the right is con-
tinuous, by the preceding pmgmph, nd the second term is bounded by e
on F, by the inequMity (18.6). The restriction of H,f to F therefore differs
by less than. e from a continuous function.

Let be ny positive function on J with unit integral, nd/} ny strictly
positive number. Clearly, a cn be pproximted in the sense of (18.5) by
functions of the form/3, y, where/3 nd 3’ re positive functions with unit
integrMs nd/3(r) vnishes for r greter thn ti. This remark, relation (18.4),
nd the preceding pmgmph imply that Hf is continuous t ll points of
whenever is integmble nd f bounded.

PROI’OSlTION 18.1. Let (G) hold, and let f be a bounded function vanishing
outside a compact subset of 3C. Then the integrals

f U(r, s)f(s) ds, f f(r) U(r, s) dr,

are continuous in r and in s at all points of C, as well as bounded.

It is enough to consider the first integral. Boundedness follows at once
from (G). By the definition of the kernel for potentials, the integral is
precisely the function H, f, with identically 1 on J. The function H H, f
is continuous on C if /belongs to F, according to what has just been proved,
nd it converges uniformly to H, f as , runs through fundamental sequence,
because f is bounded. So H,f also is continuous on
The first integral is defined naturally t the point w nd vanishes there,

but usuMly it is not continuous t w in the topology of the extended space
5C /w}. Similarly, the second integral need not be continuous

PROPOSITION 18.2. Let (G) hold, let F be a compact subset of 5C, and let the, be a sequence of measures concentrated on F. If Uv increases and v(F) re-
mains bounded, as n increases, then converges wealcly to a bounded measure
on F, and U, increases everywhere to U.
A subsequence of the converges weakly to some bounded measure, sy, with suppor in F. If f is bounded function vanishing outside a compact

set, ther

f v,(ds) f f(r)U(r, s)dr---+ f v(ds) f f(r)U(r, s)dr,

us v. runs through the subsequence, because the inner integral is continuous
in s. Thus Uv increases to Uv ulmost everywhere; the convergence must
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take place everywhere, in fact, because both U and the limit function are
right excessive. Finally, the measure is determined by its potential; so the
full sequence must converge weakly to .

PROPOSITION 18.3. Let (G) hold, let F be a compact subset of 3C, and let the
be a sequence of bounded measures concentrated on F. If U decreases as n

increases, then tends weakly to a bounded measure on F, and U decreases to
U almost everywhere.

By Proposition 12.1, applied to the semigroup /, the mass of . is a
bounded function of n; indeed, it decreases as n increases. The rest of the
proof goes like the preceding one, since a right excessive function is completely
determined once it is known almost everywhere.
The compact set F may be replaced by 5C in the last two propositions, if

in the hypotheses (G) is replaced by the requirement that (E*) hold for the
semigroup . In particular, the measures may be distributed on ( if the
parameter is taken strictly positive.

PROPOSITION 18.4. Let (G) hold, let q be a right excessive function, and let
E be an analytic set with compact closure in 3C. Then HE q is the right potential
of a bounded measure , concentrated on the union of E with the set of points left
regular for E.

Since (G) holds, is the limit of an increasing sequence of potertials Ugh.
According to (18.3),

H U U/g,

so that HE q is the limit of the increasing sequence of potentials U, where. is the measure/:IE g. The support of is certainly included in the closure
of E. Since the right excessive function is integrable over compact sets,
Proposition 12.1 implies that the mass of is bounded uniformly in n. By
Proposition 18.2, therefore, HE is the right potential of a measure with
support in the closure of E. To see that is borne in fact by the union of E
with the set of points left regular for E, consider a compact neighborhood G
of E. The kernel HEH evidently coincides with HE and, ccording to
what has already been proved, Ho is the right potential of some measure g.

Thus
HE HEH HE U# UftE #,

so that v is precisely the measure/E , which is concentrated on the union of
E with the set of points left regular for E since the measure fI,(dr, s) is so
concentrated for every choice of the point s.
Under (G), a right excessive function having a compact subset F of 3C

for a determining set must be the right potential of a measure with support
in F. In proof, consider compact neighborhood G of F. Accordiag to the
last proposition, Ha is the right potential of a bounded measure t concen-
trated on G, trod it coincides with by assumption. As G shrinks to F
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through a decreasing sequence, Ut decreases almost everywhere to a potential
U, according to Proposition 18.3, and the support of is included in F be-
cause it is included in every neighborhood of F. Since Up always coincide,

with , the two functions U and must agree almost everywhere; they
therefore coincide, being excessive functions. Incidentally, each measure t
reduces to .
As we have noted before, the support of a measure is a determining set

for U even when (G) does not hold, and it is the least determining set if U
is finite on a dense set.

Let us take to be the constant 1 in the last proposition, E still being
included in a compact subset of {E. Then Hs .(r) is the probability that a
process X starting at r sometime hits E. The probability will be denoted by
s(r) as in 5. According to the proposition, is the right potential of a

bounded measure r concentrated on the union of E with the set of points
left regular for E. We shall often speak of and r as the natural right
capacitary potential and measure of E. Clearly, rs vanishes if and only if

vanishes, that is to say, if and only if E is negligible for the processes X.
The natural left capacitary potential and measure, s and #s are defined
similarly in terms of the semigroup / and the processes . The appro-
priateness of the names will become clear in the next section.

PROPOSITION 18.5. Let E and F be analytic sets such that E includes F and
such that every point of F is left regular for E, and let T be the time a process
X hits E. Then the point X(T(o), o) is right regular for F .for almost all o

such that T() is finite and X(T(o), o) belongs to F.

In the proof we shall suppose F to be compact; no generality is lost thereby,
since the proposition holds for an analytic set F if it holds for every compact
subset. We shall also suppose (G) to hold and F to be strictly less than 1 at
every point that is not right regular for F; it has already been mentioned in
6, during the discussion of hypothesis (B), that these additional hypotheses
can always be achieved by going over to the semigroups Hx and ^xH, with
strictly positive. According to (1.8.3), one has

H6pv Hs U-v UHr. Urv
because r. is concentrated on F and every point of F is left regular for E.
The proposition is proved by the equality of the extreme members and a
repetition of the argument following hypothesis (B) in 6.
The conclusion of the proposition amounts to saying, HX HX coincides with

HX for every value of },. In the proposition we have tacitly assumed E and
F to be in ; the conclusion remains valid, however, if the point w is adjoined
to E or to both E and F, since w is right regular for the set {w}. Thus (F)
implies hypothesis (B) for the semigroups P and/ introduced in the pre-
ceding section, because every point of an open subset of 34 is both right and
left regular for the set.
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Let us suppose (G) to hold and E to be an analytic set having compact
closure in 3C. The measures rE and E are then defined, the first being con-
centrated on the union of E with the set of points left regular for E, by what
has just been proved, the second being concentrated on the union of E with
the set of points right regular for E. If F is a subset of E and if every point
of F is both right and left regular for E, then rr coincides with HF r and
r with Hr the proof is contained in the restatement of Proposition 18.5.
These relations imply that rE and E have the same mass. To see this, fix
G as any neighborhood of E having compact closure in 3C. Then Uro is
identically 1 on the set where E is concentrated, so that

E() f (dr)Ur,.(r) ff o(dr)H U.(r, s)o(ds).

One evidently obtains the mass of v on replacing HE U by UHE, a change
which has no effect on the value of the last integral. We shall spek of the
common value of the masses as the natural capacity of E. It is now clear
that E is negligible for the processes X if and only if it is negligible for the
processes ; obviously, the condition that E have compact closure is unneces-
sary in this statement.
Under (G), the condition that a right excessive function be finite on a set

dense in C can be expressed in terms of the measures F, with F ranging over
the compact subsets of C. First suppose to be finite on a dense set, and let
G be a compact neighborhood of the compact set F. Then He is the right
potential of some bounded measure and coincides with on F. Therefore,

f r(dr)q(r)-- f r(dr)U.(r)- f U.(s)(ds)<-(),

because is concentrated on F and U nowhere exceeds 1. Let us drop
the hypothesis on the finiteness of , but keep the hypotheses concerning F
and G. The potential #U, with # the restriction of the basic measure to F,
is dominated by e U, provided the constant a is large enough, because the
latter function exceeds U on u neighborhood of F. The inequality

f (dr)(r) <-_ a f o(dr)(r)

holds in these circumstances, as noted in the proof of Proposition 14.4. So
is integrable over F if the right member of the inequality is finite. Conse-

quently, the condition that a right excessive function be finite on dense set
amounts to saying that it is integrable with respect to the natural left capaci-
tary measure of every compact set.
We shall denote by the class of measures on C such that H is

bounded measure whenever F is compact subset of C, and by i) the class
defined similarly in terms of the kernels Hr. Note that corresponds to
the class of 7 and the cass 9 of 14. The identity
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.() f ,(s)(ds)

obviously holds, because )v(s) is just another way of writing/F(C, s). So
the measure u belongs to if and only if the integral on the right is finite for
every compact subset F of 3C. When (G) holds, the condition can be expressed
in terms of the right potential of u. Since )F is then the left potential of v,
we have

f gp,(s)(ds) f (dr)U.(r),

so that belongs to 0re if and only if U is integrable with respect to the
natural left capacitary measure of every compact subset of C. The last
condition is equivalent, under (G), to the finiteness of U on a set dense in, according to the preceding paragraph.

In the remainder of the section we review the principal results of the second
installment, rephrasing some to fit the present circumstances. It should be
kept in mind that (F) implies (A), (C), and a strong version of (B) for each
of the dual semigroups, and that open sets with compact closure in play
the part of special sets. We shall speak only of analytic sets, omitting the
extensions to nearly analytic sets, because excessive functions are now Borel
measurable.
The approximation of excessive functions by potentials given in Theorem

12.4 has two supplements. First, Proposition 18.4 and the subsequent re-
marks show that, under (G), a right excessive function is the right potential
of a mesure if it is finite on a dense set and has compact subset of for
a determining set. Next, a right potential U is the limit of an increasing
sequence of potentials of functions, even when (G) does not hold; one has
only to note that Uft increases to U as /runs through a fundamental
sequcce i F nd that H is the indefinite integral of the function f,

f(r) =- f h(,y, r, s),(ds).

Using the second observation, one can establish for right potentials that
are finite almost everywhere several statements that we shall prove assuming
(G) to hold.
Theorem 11.5 needs no change.
The times R and T mentioned in Theorem 1.1.3 reduce to the time a process

reaches the point w. Under the present conventions, a right excessive func-
tion e vanishes at w and is finite except on a negligible set. Since a particle
remains a,t w once it arrives there, the random variables of the lower semi-
martingale discussed after the theorem reduce to (X(r)), the factor
{R > rift, being superfluous. The theorem and the subsequent discus-
sion therefore yield the following statement.
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THEOREM 18.6. Let q be a right excessive function and X a process. Then,
with probability 1, the function (X(r)) of is continuous on the right, has
finite limits from the left, has a finite limit as - becomes infinite, and is finite for
all strictly positive . The random variables q(X(r)) form a lower semimar-
tingale if the expectation of q(X(0)) is finite.

Let be u right potential, not necessarily finite almost everywhere, and let
X be a process starting at a point r where is finite. The assertions of the
theorem hold for (X(r)) and, in addition, (X(r)) vanishes in the limit with
probability 1, as r becomes infinite. The second assertion follows from a
standard martingale theorem, since

g {q(X(r)) -= H .(r) -+ 0, r -* ,
if is a right potential and finite at r.
The next theorem translates Theorems 14.6 and 14.9, for left excessive

measures, into the language of this section.

THEOREM 18.7. Let (G) hold. Then every right excessive function can
be written in just one way as Uv -+- b, wilh v a measure in fiE and b a right
excessive function having the property that HB b coincides with b whenever E is
the complement of a compact subset of C. A right excessive function is a right
potential if it is dominated by the right potential of a measure in fiE.

Fix a sequence of open subsets G of 3C so that the closure of G is compact
subset of G+I and the union of the G is , and denote the complement of
G by F. The proof of Theorem 14.6 implies that HF decreases almost
everywhere to b as F runs through the sequence F. We proceed to
strengthen this result.

THEOREM 18.8. Let (G) hold, and let v belong to fiE. Then HF Uv decreases
to 0 as F runs through the sequence F except perhaps at lhe points where Up is

infinite.

In the proof we shall use Theorem 13.5, the set E of the theorem being the
compact set {w}. Let us adjoin w to each set F. The F then form a de-
creasing sequence of compact neighborhoods of w in the space 3C {w}, and
their intersection reduces to {w}; these sets obviously serve as well as the de-
creasing sequence of open neighborhoods used in proving Theorem 13.5 for a
compact set E. The limit of H Up as F runs through the F therefore co-
incides, except at the points where Up is infinite, with a right excessive func-
tion which has {w} for a determining set. The excessive function must be
the right potential of a measure g on 5C, because it is dominated by Up.

Now, the least determining set for U# is the support of g in u {w}, so that
g must be the null measure. The proof is now complete.
The theorem can be stated in another manner. Let X be a process starting

at a point r where Up is finite, T the time it hits F u IT}, and T the su-
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premum of the r for which X(r) belongs to aC; if T(o) is finite it is the time
the path X(r, o) reaches w. Define Y.(0) to be the value of Uv at
X(T(o), 0) if T.() is finite, to be 0 otherwise. The rndom vriubles Y
form a lower semimartingale, and

8{Y} Hr U.(r) 0, n .
Consequently, Y vunishes in the limit with probability 1. Let ’ be the set
of w such that X(r, ) approaches w as r increases to T() the set comprises
precisely those for which every T() is less than T(). For almost every

not in ’, the time T() is finite nd coincides with some T(), because
hypothesis (D) is consequence of the present assumptions (F) and (G).
According to Theorem 18.6 the wlue of U at the point X(r, ) has a finite
limit s increases to T(), for almost 11 ; by the remurks just made, the
limit wnishes for almost all in ’. It is perhaps more striking, and unfortu-
nately less clear, to sy that the value of U at the wandering point X(r, )
ulmost certainly approaches 0 as the point approaches the boundary w of
continuously. The results of this paragraph, unlike Theorem 18.8, extend
at once to processes starting at arbitrary points.
The last theorem enables one to complete Theorem 18.7. The function

Hr decreases as F runs through the sequence F., and the limit coincides
with except perhaps t the points where Uu is infinite. In particular,
reduces to Uu if the limit vnishes lmost everywhere.
A simple example shows that the exceptionul points in Theorem 18.8

cannot be eliminated without further hypotheses. Take to be real number
space of dimension four, to be Lebesgue measure. Let be measure of
unit mss concentrated on the rational points of , symmetric in the sense
thut ,(-.r) coincides with (r), and attributing strictly positive mass to each
rtional point. The measures u re defined by recursion, 0 being the unit
mass placed at the origin of , and + the convolution of u with u. The
measures , defined as

e O<r ,
then form a semigroup of probability measures under convolution. Now
set,

where (r, ,) sands or he mnsiion probability density of Brownian
moion in our-spaee, ha is o say,

Clearly, p,(r, ) is symmegrie in r, and , continuous in he pair (r, ), small
for r large, and less ghan r-. Thus hypogheses (A), (F), (a) are more
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than satisfied by the stationary Markoff transition measures p,(r, s) ds. In
addition, the dual semigroups reduce to one because of the symmetry of the
transition probability densities in r and s. If r s is a rational point, then
p(r, s) exceeds a/r for small values of r, with a some strictly positive number,
so that U(r, s) is infinite. Consider the potential U, which is finite almost
everywhere. If G is open and not empty, then Ha U is infinite at every
rational point since it exceeds the right potential of the restriction of to G.
In particular, Hv U, stays infinite at all rational points as F runs through the
sequence F.

In order to eliminate such examples one must restrict the behavior of the
kernel for potentials off the diagonal of 3C X 3C. We shall not do so, because
kernels like the one just mentioned possess all the important properties of
the classical kernels for potentials, as we shall see in 20.
The following remark supplements Theorem 13.2. Under (F) the set of

points right regular for an analytic set E is a countable intersection of open
sets. In proving this statement we suppose O to attain its maximum value
1 only at the points right regular for E, going over to the semigroup H if
necessary; the set where O exceeds 1 l/n, which is open because the func-
tion is lower semicontinuous, then decreases to the set of right regular points
as n becomes infinite. The exceptional set mentioned in the theorem is
therefore analytic, and even a countable union of closed sets if E is such a set.

In the present circumstances Theorems 13.5 and 14.11 are easily seen to be
slightly different versions of one result. We shall state only the version that
uses hypothesis (G) to replace excessive functions with compact determining
set by potentials of measures with compact support.

TttEOREM 18.9. Let (G) hold, let E be an analytic set, and let be a right
excessive function. The infimum of the right excessive functions that dominate
on a neighborhood of E coincides, except perhaps at the points outside E where
is infinite and at the points of E that are not right regular for E, with the su-

premum of the potentials Ut, where is concentrated on a compact subset of E
and U is dominated everywhere by . There is a sequence of such measures
t, such that Ut, increases everywhere to the supremum. The supremum itself
is the right potential of a measure concentrated on the union of E with the set
of points left regular for E, if q is the right potential of a measure in lZ, or if E
has compact closure in 3C.

The second sentence is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13.5 and
the remark following Proposition 18.4. The example discussed a moment
ago shows that the points outside E where is infinite may indeed be excep-
tional; one need only consider the set E reduced to a point which has irrational
coordinates.

If is the right poteatal of a measure in , the proof of the fourth
sentence is a repetition of the proof of Proposition 14.10; the supremum is
the right potential of the measure -/, where is the restriction of
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tO E and 2 is the remaining part of . If E has compact closure in C, one
considers Ha for some compact neighborhood G of E; this function is the
right potential of a bounded measure, according to Proposition 18.4, so that
the proof of Proposition 14.10 is applicable again.
The following proposition is used in proving the third sentence of the

theorem.

PROIOSITION 18.10. Let (G) hold, and let and # be two measures in
Then the least right excessive function dominating both U and U#2 is a potential
U,, with , a measure concentrated on the union of the supports of # and .
Let be the sum of # and #.. Since U# dominates the potentials of

and #_ and since the minimum of U and a right excessive function is a po-
tential, we need only consider potentials dominated by U. Choose a strictly
positive function g so that the product gU is integrable over C, and set

------ inf f g(r)U.(r) dr,

where ranges over the measures whose potentials dominate the potentials
of 1 and . Choose a sequence of such measures so that the potential
U decreases as n increases and the integral of gU decreases to a. The limit
of the potentials U coincides almost everywhere with a right excessive func-
tion , by lroposition 13.4, because it is Borel measurable and satisfies the
defining inequality. The function clearly dominates the potentials of
1 and 2, since it does so almost everywhere; it is the least such right excessive
function, because the integral of g has the least possible value a and g is
strictly positive. Let G be any open set including the supports of and ..
Then Ha k dominates the potentials of 1 and #2, since it does so on a neighbor-
hood of the supports of the measures; so He k coincides with k. Now,
is the potential of some measure , because it is dominated by U, nd the
support of must be included in the union of the supports of and # ac-
cording to what has iust been noted.

It is now easy to prove the third sentence of the theorem. Let h be
strictly positive function for which the integral of h is finite. Choose
sequence of measures such that the support of is a compact subset of E
and the potential of # is dominated by q, and such that the integral of hU’
tends to the supremum of the possible values under these restrictions. Ac-
cording to the proposition, there are measures , satisfying the same restric-
tions, whose right potentials form an increasing sequence. These potentials
clearly increase to the supremum mentioned in the theorem.
The next two propositions, the analogues of the last two in 9, are needed

later on.

:PnoeOSTON 18.11. Let (G) hold, and let , and the u, be measures in 9,. If
Ua <= Ug+ U
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for all n, then #n converges wealcly to some measure # in E, and U# increases to
U. Also, #(ds) increases to (ds), for every left excessive function .
The limit of the U. is the right potential of some measure in , because

it is right excessive and dominated by the potential of . By Proposition
18.2, the measure . tends weakly to t if D is set with compact
closure, because H. U increases toH U. The weak convergence of to

is clearly implied by this fct and the following stutement" For every com-
pact set F and every strictly positive number e, there is a compact neighbor-
hood D of F such that

(18.7) , u.(F)- .(F) < s, n 1, 2,.-.

To prove the statement, first choose compact set E so that

fU(r, p > O, s8) dr F.

Then choose un open set G so that the complement of G is compact set in-
cluding F and so that the integral of U overE is less than pe; Proposition
18.8 ensures the existence of G. If D is any compact neighborhood of the
complement of G, then the integral of U. over E is less than pe. The
mass ssigncd to F by fI, [Io is therefore less than , and (18.7) follows t
once.
Given left excessive function , choose a sequence of measures , whose

left potentials increase to . The last sentence of the proposition is proved
by the chain of equations

lm f li li ff v(dr)U(r, s)(ds)

lira lira ff v(dr)U(r, s)(ds)

lira ff v(dr)U(r, s)(ds)

which are justified by monotone convergence.

PnOOSTON 18.12. Let (G) hold, and let the be measures in whose
right potentials form a decreasing sequence. Then converges wealcly to a
measure in , and U decreases almost everywhere to U.
The proof is omitted because it is very like the preceding one.
Hypothesis (F), as we have seen, enables one to strengthen several results

of the second installment. We mention without proof u few more instances,
chosen more or less at random and not used in the paper.
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A positive function is excessive relative to the semigroup H, if and only

if it is lower semicontinuous and satisfies the inequality H, -<_ for all r.

The condition that H, approach as r decreases may therefore be replaced
by the lower semicontinuity of , in the definition of excessive function. Con-
sequently, a good part of the early discussion of excessive functions becomes
simpler or even unnecessary; the minimum of two excessive functions, for
example, is immediately seen to be excessive.

In Proposition 12.7 the intersection of with a compact set need not be
assumed empty for fl sufficiently small; this consequence was noted in the
last paragraph of 12.

In several passages to the limit we have considered only sequences of ex-
cessive functions in order to ensure the measurability of the limit function.
Under (F) one can establish, for increasing or decreasing families of excessive
functions, results like those obtained by H. Cartan for positive superharmonic
functions (Bull. Soc. Math. France, t. 73). The analogue is clear for an
increasing family. The precise analogue for a decreasing family requires
hypothesis (H) of 20, but a weaker version, with sets of measure null re-
placing sets of capacity null, holds under (F) alone.

Finally, the lower semicontinuity of excessive functions is reflected in the
behavior of HE(r, ds), the distribution of hits of a serE by a process starting at
the point r. It is easily proved, by the argument of 4.4 of [10], that as r
approaches a point right regular for E, the distribution of hits tends weakly
to the unit mass placed at the limi point. This fact is useful in verifying
that hypothesis (F) holds for relative transition measures if the systems of
terminal times are suitably restricted.

19. Capacity
In this section we study a capacity of analytic sets which is defined in

terms of a given right excessive function a and a given left excessive function. One obtains the natural capacity of the preceding section on taking both
functions to have the constant value 1 on te; this choice gives the classical
notions of capacity, and it leads to the simplest probabilistic interpretation.
The functions and will be restricted in such a way that the capacity be-
haves essentially like the Newtonian capacity.
Hypotheses (F) and (G) are assumed to hold, except during the discussion

of the general situation at the end of the section.
Matters are particularly simple when and are potentials. In order to

take advantage of this fact, we shall at first limit our attention to subsets of
a fixed open set D. A right excessive function is said to be admissible for
D if it is a right potential, if it is bounded on D, and if it satisfies the follow-
ing condition" For every compac subse F of D, he funclion Ho decreases
almos everywhere o H c as G runs hrough a decreasing sequence of compac
neighborhoods of F having F as inlersecion. Admissible left excessive func-
tions are defined similarly.
The statement in italics is certainly true if is continuous on D, for the
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convergence then takes place except at the points belonging to F but not
right regular for F. Doob [6] has shown the condition to be no restriction
at all for bounded superharmonic functions and Brownian motion, and his
result will be extended in 20.

If the sum of two right excessive functions is admissible for D, then both
functions are also admissible. This remark will be used in the next para-
graph.

Let t be a measure in whose right potential a is bounded on D. We
shall prove that a is admissible for D if and only if, for every compact sub-
set F of D, the measure assigns no mass to the set B comprising the points
of F that are not left regular for F. First suppose (B) to vanish. Then
Ha t tends weakly to H/ as G runs through a decreasing sequence of com-
pact neighborhoods of F that shrink to F. Consequently,

f q.(ds) f g(r)U(r, s)dr---+ f I?I.(ds)f g(r)U(r, s)dr,

whenever g is bounded and vanishes outside a compact set, for the inner in-
tegral is then continuous in s by Proposition 18.1. Moreover, Ha a coin-
cides with the right potential of/ g, decreases with G, and dominates HF a,
which is the right potential of H g. So Ha a decreases to H a almost
everywhere, and a is admissible. Next, suppose (B) to be strictly positive
for some choice of F. In proving a not to be admissible we may assume/
to be concentrated on B, by the remark above, and even to have unit mass.
Then Ha a coincides with a whenever G is a neighborhood of F, for/
and fl are clearly the same measure. On the other hand, Hr a is less than
a on a set of strictly positive measure. To see this, let be a process hav-
ing t for initial distribution, and let be the time hits F. Since is
strictly positive with probability 1, the integral

has a strictly positive value o, with : the characteristic function of some
compact set. Now, the integral of a over that set is finite and exceeds the
integral of H a over the same set by exactly the amount p. So a is not ad-
missible.

In particular, a is admissible for D if the restriction of to D is absolutely
continuous relative to the basic measure (. Also, if a is admissible for D,
then B(B) vanishes whenever B is the set of points that belong to an ana-
lytic subset E of D but are not left regular for E; one has only to consider
the compact subsets of B.

Let a be admissible for D, X a process, T the time it hits the compact
subset F of D, and ft’ the set of satisfying the conditions

0 < T() < , lim X(r, ) X(T(), ).
r-T()
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We shall prove that a(X(r, o)) is continuous at T(), for almost all o in
ft’. Since a(X(r)) is continuous on the right and has limits from the left,
with probability 1, we need only investigate what happens as T is approached
from below through some sequence. Choose a decreasing sequence of com-
pact neighborhoods G. of F in D, with F as intersection, and denote by
the time X hits G, by ft the set where T. is finite, and by ft" the set of
for which T(o) is finite and coincides with some T(0). If X has an ab-
solutely continuous initial distribution, say g(r) dr, then

=_ f g(r)Hoa.(r)dr

---> f g(r)Hva.(r) dr =- f a(X(T))

because a is admissible and because the union of f’ and f" is precisely the
set where T is finite. This relation and the lower semicontinuity of a imply
that the value of a at X(T(o), o) approaches the value at X(T(o), o), for
almost all o in 2’, and the proof is complete for a process with absolutely
continuous initial distribution. The restriction is easily removed. For
process starting at a point right regular for F, there is nothing to prove. If
X is a process starting at a point not right regular for F, consider the process
X(r -t- Z), with Z a random variable having an element , of r for density
function. The initial distribution of this process is absolutely continuous
when restricted to 5C. The time the process hits F tends to T as , runs
through a fundamental sequence, and even coincides with T Z at some
finite stage, with probability 1. So the assertion concerning X is easily de-
rived from those concerning the processes X(r q- Z).

Let E be an analytic set whose closure is included in D. The time T at
which a process X hits E is dominated with probability I by the time X hits
a given compact subset F of the union of E with the set of points right regu-
lar for E, and the probability that T differs from the time of hitting F can
be made arbitrarily small by a suitable choice of F. So the value of an ad-
missible function a at X(r, o) approaches the value at X(T(o), o) as r tends
to T(0), for almost all 0 such that T() is finite and such that X(r, o) is
continuous in r at T(o). Let us now suppose that the closure of E is com-
pact and that the initial distribution of X attributes no mass to the set of
points belonging to E but not right regular for E. Choose a decreasing
sequence of neighborhoods G of E so that the closure of G is a compact
subset of D and so that T, the time X hits G, increases to T with prob-
ability 1, and let ft’ or ft be the set where T or T. is finite. The probability
of ft decreases to that of ft’, because hypothesis (D) holds, and a(X(T)) ap-
proaches a(X(T)) almost everywhere on ft’, either because T ultimately
coincides with T or because a has the continuity proved above. Matters
being so, the relation
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follows from dominated convergence. Thus, for every measure
tributes no mss to the set of points belonging to E but not right regular
for E, the function Ha decreases to H a, except on a set that is null for, as G runs through some decreasing sequence of neighborhoods of E; in
particular, t may be taken as the basic measure . These results extend at
once, by means of the inequality (11.10), to every analytic set with closure
included in E. The proof, one should observe, mkes no use of the fact thut

is a potential.
Given two admissible functions for D,

a U, a SU,
we define the capacity of an analytic E with closure included in D by the
formula

(19.1) C(E) f (dr)Ha.(r) f (s).(ds).

The two integrals have the same value, according to (18.3). The dual
formula,

(19.2) C(E) aH.(s)(ds) H.(dr)a(r),

is also valid. Clearly, C(E) is finite if either or H is a bounded
measure; this is so, in particular, if the closure of E is compact. The ca-
pcity of a set increases with the set, and it is alternating of order infinity
in the sense of Choquet, by Theorem 11.5. Let E and E’ be two analytic
sets with closures included in D, the capacity of E being finite. If

E OE., E’= OE’., E E’,
then the inequality

C(E) C(E’)

holds, according to (11.10). In particular, C(E) does not exceed C(E).
What has been sid so far holds for ll analytic sets in and for all choices

of a and s potentiMs, perhaps not admissible for D. The restrictions
imposed above are needed in proving that the capacity of a set is the ex-
treme value of certain classes of integrals.
Let E be an analytic set with closure included in D. We shall prove that

where ranges over he righ excessive fun_eions ha dominate on a neigh-
borhood of N. The infimuin is ag leasg C(N), for each function dominates
H everywhere. In proving ghe converse we assume N o have finite
eapaeigy, since oherwise here is noghing o prove. irs suppose he closure
of N o be compact, and le G be a neighborhood of N ha also has eompae
elosure in D. The function Ho is inegrable wih respee o , i coin-
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cides with c on the interior of G, and as G runs through a certain decreasing
sequence Ha a decreases to HE a except on a set that is null for , because
attributes no mass to the set of points belonging to E but not right regular

for E. So C(G) decreases to C(E). Now let E be an analytic set whose
closure is not compact, though it is of course included in D, and write E as
the union of sets E with compact closures. According to (19.3), one ob-
rains a neighborhood of E with capacity arbitrarily close to that of E by
taking the union of neighborhoods of the sets E having capacities sufficiently
close to those of the E. So C(G) decreases to C(E) as G runs through some
decreasing sequence of neighborhoods of E in D. Relation (1.9.4) follows at
once, for Ho coincides with a on the interior of G.
The range of in taking the infimum in (19.4) may be enlarged to the right

excessive functions that dominate a on E, for such functions dominate HE a

everywhere. Only right potentials need be considered, because a itself is a
potential. Therefore (19.4) may be expressed equivalently as

(19.5) C(E) inf I (s)(ds),

where g ranges either over the ineasures whose right potentials dominate a

on a neighborhood of E, or over the measures whose right potentials dotal-
nate a on E.
One may also write

(19.6) C(E) sup f (dr)q(r) sup f (s)l(ds),

ranging over the right excessive functions that nowhere exceed a and have
compact subsets of E for determining sets,, ranging over the measures that
have right potentials bounded by a and compact subsets of E for support.
The two suprema are equal because, under (F) and (G), an excessive function
has a compact set for determining set if and only if it is the right potential
of a measure on that set. The equality of C(E) and the first supremum
follows from Theorem 18.9 and what has been proved earlier. Indeed,
HE a coincides almost everywhere with the infimum of the right excessive
functions that dominate a on a neighborhood of E; it is therefore the su-
premum of the right excessive functions considered in taking the supremum,
and a sequence of such functions increases to HE a.

According to the strong version of Proposition 2.1 proved at the end of
17, there is an increasing sequence of compact subsets F, of E having the
property that HF increases to HE h as F runs through the sequence, no
matter how the right excessive function be chosen. The capacity of F
therefore increases to the capacity of E. This statement is somewhat
stronger than the corresponding one derived from Theorem 18.9 and rela-
tion (19.6), since the F, do not depend upon the functions a and c entering
in the definition of capacity.
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One obtains other expressions for the capacity on interchanging the roles
of a and . The statements concerning capacity, it is to be observed, are
all derived from somewhat stronger ones concerning the functions HE a and

We shall now remove the condition that a and be potentials. The
right excessive function a is assumed to be bounded on compact sets and to
have the following property- If F is compact, then Ho a decreases almost
everywhere to H a as G runs through a decreasing sequence of compact neigh-
borhoods of F that shrink to F. The left excessive function is restricted
similarly.
The capacity of an analytic set E with compact closure is defined in the

following way. Choose an open set D that includes the closure of E and
has compact closure itself. The functions H and / are potentials,
say of the measures B and , and coincide with and on D; they are there-
fore admissible for D. The capacity of E is now defined in terms of D, Hv
and /. Because HE Hv coincides with HE, for example, one has
the same formulas (19.1) and (19.2) as before, and being given their
present meanings. In verifying that the definition does not depend on the
choice of neighborhood, it is enough to consider a second neighborhood D’
that includes D; the equivalence of the two definitions then follows at once
from the faet that the kernel Hv Hv, coincides with Hv. The capacity
thus defined for sets with compact closure evidently has all the properties
of the capacity discussed above. Moreover, the expression of C(E) as an
infimum in (19.5) and the second expression as a supremum in (19.6) do not
require a neighborhood of E to be chosen.
The capacity of an arbitrary analytic set is defined to be the supremum

of the eapaeities of its compact subsets. This definition agrees with the
preceding one if the set has compact closure. Also, if D is any open set for
which H. is the bounded right potential of some measure/, and if E is an
analytic set whose closure is included in D, then C(E) has for expression the
second integral in (19.1), the first integral in (19.2), the infimum in (19.5),
and the second supremum in (19.6). If in addition cH, is the bounded left
potential of a measure , then C(E) is just the capacity of E as defined be-
fore in terms of the open set D and the admissible functions HD a and cHD.
These statements follow quickly from what has been proved above.

Consider an increasing sequence of open sets G, whose closures are compact
and whose union is 3C. The capacity of E n G increases to that of E, by
the definition of capacity, for every analytic set E. Using this approxi-
marion, one proves that capacity is an alternating function, that the in-
equality (19.3) holds, and that the second supremum in (19.6) always gives
the capacity of E. It follows immediately from (19.3) and the properties
of capacity for sets with compact closure that the capacity of an analytic
set is the infimum of the capacities of its open neighborhoods. Relation
(19.6), however, does not hold generally.



In the following remarks, which concern the natural capacity, a and &
are to be taken as the constant function 1 on ae. The function H then
reduces to q,, the probability of hitting E. This function is the supremum
of the right potentials U,, as , ranges over the measures that have compact
supports in E and right potentials bounded by 1; it is the limit of an in-
creasing sequence of such potentials; and the capacity of E is the supremum
of the masses of the measures ,. On the other hand, q coincides, except
at the points of E not right regular for E, with the infimum of the right ex-
cessive functions that dominate 1 on E, or on a neighborhood of E; and given
any measure that attributes no mass to the set of points belonging to E but
not right regular for E, the function o decreases to q,, except on a set that
is null for the measure, as G runs through a certain decreasing sequence of
neighborhoods of E. If is a potential, say Ur, we speak of r as the
natural right eapaeitary measure of E; its total mass is C(E), by Proposition
18.11, because is the limit of an increasing sequence of right potentials
of measures whose total masses increase to the capacity of E. The natural
left eapaeitary measure is defined under similar circumstances; both
eapaeitary measures exist if the set has compact closure.

If F is a compact subset of the compact set E, then r dominates the re-
striction of r to F. In proving this statement, take to be the natural
right eapaeitary measure of a neighborhood of E, and denote the restriction
of B to F by , the restriction to E F by/, and the remaining part of
by Oh. Since/ attributes no mass to the set of points belonging to F but

not left regular for F, or to the corresponding part of E, one may write

the prime signifying that a measure is restricted to F. The assertion to be
proved follows at once from these representations.
Now let E be an analytic set for xvhich rE exists, F the part of E lying in

an open set G. Then rv also exists, for v is dominated by u. We shall.
prove that r dominates the restriction of rE to G. The assertion for E
compact and G replaced by a closed set C is merely a restatement of what
was proved in the preceding paragraph. In order to prove the assertion for
E compact and G open, let C run through an increasing sequence of compact
subsets of G whose interiors exhaust G; the probability of hitting E n C then
increases to v, so that the right capaeitary measure of E n C tends weakly
to rru, by Proposition 18.11; consequently, r dominates the restriction of
r to each set C, and therefore the restriction to G. The extension to ana-
lytic sets is proved by a similar argument in which the set E is approximated
by compact subsets.
The measure r, provided it exists, is concentrated on the union of E

with the set of points left regular for E. This is easy to see if E has compact
closure, for then r has the form /} r,, with D some neighborhood of E;
the result for more general sets follows from the preceding paragraph.
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The statement that r exists if E has finite natural capacity is not always
true; one has only to consider uniform motion on a line, taking to
be Lebesgue measure and E to be the whole space. The statement is true,
however, if a left potential of the form f f(r)U(r, s)dr vanishes at infinity
provided f is bounded and vanishes outside a compact set, that is to say, if
the semigroup/ satisfies condition (E*) of 14. Indeed, the existence of
rE, for sets of finite natural capacity, is then assured by Proposition 14.8
and the fact that qE is the limit of an increasing sequence of right potentials
of measures having masses bounded by C(E). The theories of the New-
tonian, Riesz, and heat potentials, with taken as Lebesgue measure, are
instances of this situation.

Suppose for the moment that every analytic set of finite natural capacity
has a natural right capacitary measure. Such a set E has a neighborhood
D of finite natural capacity, and . is a right potential under the hypothesis
of the moment. Hence C(E) can be expressed as the infimum in (19.5), by
an earlier remark. On the other hand, the infimum is certainly infinite
whenever C(E) is infinite.
Let F be a compact set. Of the measures on F with right potentials

bounded by 1, the measure rF has the greatest potential. There may be
other measures on F, however, having mass C(E) and right potential bounded
by 1. By way of illustration, let 3C comprise only two points a and b, and
let H(r, ds) be defined as

H(a, a) e-2,
H(a, b) e-- e

Any measure of the form

(a) ,
may be taken as the basic measure.
itself are then

H(b, a) O,
-’ H(b, b) e

(b) aq-/, a > O, 5 > O’

The natural eapacitary measures of

(a)=, (b)=+, #(a)=2, e(b)=5,

,md the natural capacity of 3e is 2a + B. Clearly, is the only measure
with mass C(3C) and left potential not exceeding 1. The corresponding
statement is true of r, provided is strictly positive; if vanishes, however,
every measure satisfying

v(a)- v(b) v(b) <= c,

has mass C() and right potential not exceeding 1. The example gives
point to the next paragraph.

Let D be an open set with compact closure, F a closed subset of D, and
t and two bounded measures satisfying the relations

it(F) v(F), U, <= Uv.
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The extreme members in the chain

t(F) f 3)t(ds)= f )(dr)Ut <= f z)(dr)Uv f ,z)v(ds)= v(F)

coincide, so that the right potentials of u and agree on D except for a null
set relative to .. Suppose in addition that the restriction of to D is b-
solutely continuous with respect to .. Then Up nd Uv coincide on D,
since they do so up to set of basic measure null;hence nd are the sme
measure, for D is a neighborhood of their supports. In particular, we may
take v to be v and to be ny measure on F whose right potential
is bounded by 1. In mny examples of interest--the theory of Riesz po-
ntials, sy, with Lebesgue measure--the restriction of to any open set
D with compact closure is bsolutely continuous relative to #.. In Brownian
motion, with taken as Lebesgue measure, the cpacitary measure of every
set is concentrated on the boundary;for every compact set F, however, the
measure v is the only measure on F having mass C(F) and right potential
bounded by 1.

It is sometimes useful to know how the capacitry measures wry with
the parameter h. In this paragraph and the next two, we assume the semi-
group H and the basic measure to satisfy (F) but perhaps not (G). The
dual semigroups

H e-H, e-,
with the same basic measure , satisfy both (F) and (G) for h strictly posi-
tive; in fact, they both satisfy hypothesis (E*) of 14. Let p be strictly
positive value of the parameter, and h a smaller value; h is permitted to
vanish if hypothesis (G) holds then. Let E be an analytic set for which

exists. We shall prove that in these circumstances exists and is given
by the formula

(19.7) r r + v,

where is the absolutely continuous measure hving (p ) for density
function. Since Ux coincides with U + (p )UxU, we may write

(19.8) xU + U.
If E is open, then H coincides with, so that (19.7) follows from (18.3)
and the fact that r is concentrated on the union of E with the set of points
left regular for E. Now suppose E to be compact, nd let D be n open
neighborhood of E with compact closure. As D decreases so that its closure
shrinks to E, the functions nd decrease Mmost everywhere to nd

;hence v nd v tend wekly to nd v, by Proposition 18.12. The
mesure (dr, s) tends wekly to (dr, s) unless s is point of E not left
regular for E; the mesure . decreases to , nd neither ttributes ny
mass to the set of points belonging to E but not left regular for E. The wek
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convergence of/ D to/ , follows from these facts if }, is strictly posi-
tive, for then the measures D are bounded, but an additional argument is
needed if , vanishes. Let C be a compact set that includes all the sets D
considered in the passage to the limit. Given any continuous function f
with compact support, one can clearly find another such function g with the
property that p flip. Now, the integralgHc dominates every function ^P

f (gHc),^" c(ds) is finite, and it provides the domination needed in passing to
the limit. So the proof of (19.7) for a compact set is complete. The proof
is similar if E is an analytic set with a natural right capacitary measure.
One approximates E by an increasing sequence of closed subsets, using
Proposition 18.11. The passage to the limit gives (19.7) if E has compact
closure, but otherwise it shows only that the left member dominates the
right. The proof is completed in this way: Let f be a positive continuous
function with compact support, F the part of E lying in an open set G whose

fHF decreasesclosure is compact and includes the support of f. Evidently ^’
as G increases. The measures v and r tend weakly to r and r as G in-
creases to 54, and the inequality

holds by what has already been proved. On integrating f with respect to
these measures and passing to the limit, we find that the right member of
(19.7) dominates the left. The proof of (19.7) is now complete.

It is clear that r increases with p. If E has compact closure, the only
restriction on h is that it be strictly positive and less than p; it follows that
r. dominates the restriction to E of the measure p, because dominates
the restriction of (p },) to E. The statement holds, in fact, whenever
r exists; for r is the weak limit of as F runs through some increasing
sequence of compact sets that exhaust E up to a null set. As an earlier re-
mark shows, for every compact set F the measure r is the only one on F
having mass C(F) and right potential bounded by 1.
We shall now prove that the mass assigned by r to a set with compact

closure varies continuously with ,. It is enough to prove that varies
continuously with h in the weak topology of measures, for the measure in-
creses with . Let be greter than. p. Then and are the right
c-potentials of the measures

(ds) + (z- X)(P ds, v,(ds) + (z p) ds.

By Proposition 18.12, the first measure converges weakly to the second as ,
increases to p, because decreases to 4) since (a ) ds evidently de-
creases to (( p)ff, ds, the measure must tend weakly to . One
establishes weak convergence for p decreasing to by a similar argument,
using Proposition 18.11.

Let us now assume that (G) holds for the semigroup H and that E is an
analytic set for which v exists. Then decreases to 0 as decreases to 0.
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This relation is sometimes useful in establishing properties of capacitary meas-
ures, as we shall see in a moment.

Suppose H(r, ) to be identically 1. The right -potential of the measure
), then has the constant value 1 on C, for h strictly positive, so that exists
for every analytic set and coincides with/(h$). We may clearly neglect
the restriction of to any fixed compact set in passing to the limit to find
0 thus, if C is any compact set and if B is any Bore1 set having the prop-
erty that the measure (dr, s) is concentrated on B for every point s out-
side C, then the measure 0 itself is concentrated on B. In the theory of
Newtonian potentials, the capacitary measure of a compact set E is accord-
ingly borne by the accessible points of the boundary of the component of

E that extends to infinity, for the sample paths of Brownian motion
are continuous. A little more can be said about capacitary measures in the
theory of the het potentials, since the time coordinate of Brownian motion
in space-time varies monotonically. Let I be compuct time interval [p, ],
and J a compact space interval; the natural right capacitary measure v of
I X J is concentrated on the boundary, with no mass on the face p X J.
Let E be the boundary of I X J with the face a X J deleted; the measure

r is the natural right capacitary measure of E and has the sume mass as, provided is Lebesgue measure and the parameter vanishes. Observe
that r and/ r are distinct measures on the compact set I X J and that
both have mass C(I X J) and right potential bounded by 1.
The mass/(, s) is identically 1 if and only if H coincides with $ for

all . Results dual to the ones above are valid when this condition is satis-
fied.
The notion of capacity can be introduced in a setting more general than

the one treated here. Consider the situation discussed in 4-9, for sim-
plicity, assuming the parameter to be strictly positive and hypotheses (A),
(B), (C) to hold, and suppose given an excessive function and an excessive
measure . If G is an open set with compact closure, then i’Ha is the poten-
tial of a measure , and the capacity of G is defined naturally to be

(19.9) C(G) =- f ,(r)(dr).

There is no dual definition unless Ha q happens to be the potential of a func-
tion. The theorems of 4-9 imply almost at once, however, that C(G) is
the infimum of f (dr) as ranges over the measures whose potentials domi-
nate " on G, or the supremum as ranges over the measures on G whose
potentials are dominated by ’. Dually, C(G) is the infimum of f (ds)f(s) as

f ranges over the positive functions whose potentials dominate on G (pro-
vided at least one such function exists), or the supremum as f ranges over the
positive functions that vanish outside G and have potentials dominated by. There are several other expressions of C(G) as an extremum. The vari-
ous expressions for capacity usually become inequivalent, however, on leav-
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ing the class of open sets; there are several, definitions of capacity for Borel
sets which agree on the open sets with compact closures and are alternating
of order infinity in the sense of Choquet. There is of course only one way
of extending the definition (19.9) so that the capacity is continuous on the
right; one takes the capacity of E to be the supremum of f (r)(dr) as
ranges over the measures with compact supports in E and potentials domi-
nated by . This extension, unfortunately, is not always the one of interest.
For example, take to be the constant 1 and to be the potential of the unit
mass placed at a given point r; most probabilists would extend the definition
(19.9) to a Borel set E by writing down the similar formula or, what is the
same, by taking C(E) to be E(r), the probability of hitting E after starting
at r, which is continuous on the left in E rather than on the right.

20. Regular points
None of the hypotheses discussed so far implies the following statement, as

one sees by considering uniform motion on a line.

(H) If F is compact and not negligible, then some point is regular for F.

We shall develop certain consequences of (H) that de la Valle Poussin
and Henri Cartan have shown to be fundamental in the theory of the New-
tonian potential; from the point we leave off, it is clear sailing over a well-
travelled course. The verification of (H) is treated in the latter half of the
section. We obtain three effective criteria; they lack generality, but suffice
in discussing most examples. More satisfactory conditions can be found
in terms of the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup of transformations
defined by the transition measures.

THEOREM 20.1. Under (H), the points of an analytic set E that are not
regular for E form a negligible set.

Let F be a compact subset of E that includes no point regular for E.
The no point is regular for F, so that F must be negligible. The set men-
tioned in the theorem must therefore be negligible also.
For every analytic set E, the measure H(r, ds) is concentrated on the

union of E with the set of points regular for E. Either r is regular for E
nd then the measure is the unit mass placed at r-or else the meas-
ure vanishes on negligible sets. Under (H), consequently, the kernels H H
and HH both coincide with H if F is an analytic subset of E, as one sees
on reviewing the discussion of hypothesis (B) in 6. In particular, the
transformations defined by H are idempotent. Conversely, these relations
for h fixed and strictly positive imply statement (H).
What has been said so far is valid under hypothesis (A) alone. In the re-

mainder of the section we assume (F) and use the notation of 17-19, in-
terpreting (H) as saying that some point is right regular for a compact sub-
set of 3C if the set is ot negligible. The point w is, of course, right regular
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for any set to which it belongs. The word regular in Theorem 20.1. similarly
stands for right regular.

Hypothesis (F) is assumed to hold for the semigroup H and the basic
measure . The semigroups

[I)’----- e-’H, --= e-’, ), >= O,

with still the basic measure, then satisfy both (F) and (G) for ), strictly
positive, and even hypothesis (E*) of 14. For ), strictly positive, more-
over, qx attains the value 1 only at the points right regular for E.

THEOREM 20.2. Under (F) and (H), the points of an analytic set E that
are not left regular for E form a negligible set.

According to the discussion above and relation (18.3), the kernels t)x/x
and ftx x coincide with/)x if F is an analytic subset of the analytic set E
and if ) is strictly positive; a passage to the limit shows that the identity
persists for vanishing ). Therefore (H) implies its dual, so also the present
theorem.

Let E be an analytic set, a measure on E that vanishes on the set of
points belonging to E but not left regular for E. Then H U, coincides
with U, by relation (18.3), and H U increases to H U as F runs through
a certain sequence of compact subsets of E. Consequently, the right po-
tential of is determined by its restriction to E. One proves in the same
manner that a right excessive function dominates U everywhere if it does
so on E. These remarks and Theorem 20.2 give the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 20.3. Let (F) and (H) hold, and let , be a measure that is
concentrated on the analytic set E and vanishes on every negligible set. Then
U and H U coincide, U, is determined by its restriction to E, and a right
excessive function dominates U, everywhere if it does so on E.

Observe that a measure vanishes on negligible sets if its right or left po-
tential is bounded.
Some other consequences of (F) and (H) are most easily derived in the

same manner from stronger statements that assume only (F) but restrict
certain functions or measures. We shall therefore disregard (H) momen-
tarily.

Let (G) hold, and let be a measure which has compact support F and
which vanishes on the set of points belonging to F but not left regular for
F. We shall prove that the right potential of is continuous if its re-
striction to F is bounded and continuous. Since coincides with H, as
we have seen bove, it is bounded by its maximum on F. Thus H is
continuous if belongs to F1, according to a result preceding Proposition
18.1_; so we need only prove that H approaches uniformly as runs
through a fundamental sequence. The potential UX has a continuous re-
striction to F, since is the sum of UX and another lower semicontinuous
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function; it nowhere exceeds the maximum it attains on F, by the argument
above; and it decreases everywhere to the null function as X increases to
infinity. By Dini’s theorem the convergence is uniform on F, therefore on
5C. We shall bound the difference H in terms of these potentials.
Denote by a the constant function 1 on the interval 0 < r < , by the
function a / a, and by the supremum of the r for which (r) is strictly
positive. Since (r) is bounded by 1 and vanishes for r greater than z, it is
dominated by eXe-x" for all X. Consequently h(, r, s) is dominated by
XVxe (r, s), because UX(r, s) is just h(, r, s) with the function e-x. On
specializing X to l/z, we obtain the relation

H f h(, r, s)(ds) evl/p.

Now, a decreases to 0 as v runs through fundamental sequence. Hence
H indeed upproaches uniformly.

Let (G) hold and let be measure in that vanishes on negligible sets
and has the following property"

(a) Let be the restriction of to a compact set. Then Ug is continuous if it
is bounded and if its restriction to the support of is continuous.

We shall prove the existence of an open set G, of arbitrarily small natural
cpacity, such that the restriction of U to G is continuous. In the
proof and later on, we shall need to bound the ntural capacity of the open
set B on which a potential U exceeds a given positive number p. If F is a
compact subset of B nd its natural left capacitary measure, then

pC(F) f (dr)Uf.(r) f r(s)f(ds) ().

So the natural capacity of B does not exceed f()/p.
First suppose , to have compact support. Given a strictly positive num-

ber , choose an open set A such that (A) is less than and such that the
restriction of U to A is bounded and continuous; the choice is possible
because is bounded measure vanishing on negligible sets and U is in-
finite on a negligible set at most. Let be the restriction of to A,
and the restriction to A. The support of is a compact subset of A,
and the restriction of U to A is continuous, for the right potentials
of 1 and are lower semicontinuous and have U as their sum;hence UI is
continuous on . The set G(, p) on which U exceeds p is an open set of
natural capacity not greater than /p. Clearly, the required set G may be
taken to be the union of the sets G(4-:, 2-), with e sufficiently small.

Suppose now that the support of is not compact, and let D be any open
set with compact closure. We shall demonstrate the existence of an open
set A, of arbitrarily small natural capacity, such that the restriction of U to
D A is continuous; the theorem evidently follows from this weaker ver-
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sion and the properties of capacity. Let 1 be the restriction of to a large
compact set B, and 2 the restriction to the complement of B. The sum of
/D 1 and/D 2 is the bounded measure/ , and/ increases to/ as
B increases to 3C; the mass of//. . can therefore be made arbitrarily small.
Given a strictly positive number 6, choose B so that/D has mass less than
; the set A() on which the right potential of this measure exceeds then
has natural capacity less than 6. Since has compact support and satisfies
(a), there is an open set A(), of natural capacity less than , such that the
restriction of U to the complement of AI() is continuous. Let A() be
the union of AI() and A.(). It has natural capacity less than 2, and U
differs from U on D A (t) by not more than , because the right poten-
rims of 1 and/. agree on D. Consequently, the required set A may be
taken to be the union of the sets A(2-e), with e sufficiently small. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
Note that a measure in vanishes on negligible sets and satisfies (a) if it

vanishes on every set comprising the points of an analytic set not left regu-
lar for the set. The right potential of such a measure therefore becomes
continuous on being restricted to the complement of a certain open set of
arbitrarily small natural capacity.
We are now in position to consider the relation of (H) to the three follow-

ing statements-

(I) Let t be a bounded measure with compact support F. Then Ut is con-
tinuous if it is bounded and if its restriction to F is continuous.

(J) If is right excessive, there is an open set G, of arbitrarily small natural
capacity, such that the restriction of to G is continuous.

(K) Let be a righl excessive function, X a process, R the supremum of the
r for which X(r) belongs to 5. Consider the function (X(r, )) on the in-
terval 0 < r < R(o). For almost all o, this function is continuous wherever
X(r, ) is continuous.

Hypothesis (F) must hold for (I) to make sense, but the truth of the state-
ment does not depend upon the choice of the basic measure. Both (F) and
(G) are needed in discussing (J), since it implicitly assumes the ntural
capacity to be defined; one can easily dispense with (G), however, by suppos-
ing the natural capacity to be defined in terms of the semigroup H, with
k strictly positive. Finally, (H) and (K) make sense under (A.) lone.

THEOREM 20.4.
are equivalent.

Under (F) and (G), the .four statements (H) through (K)

First, (H) implies (I). Let t have compact support F, and let its right
potential be bounded and have a continuous restriction to F. Then
u anishes on negligible sets, because its potential is bounded; under (H),
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therefore, vanishes on the set of points belonging to F but not left regular
for F. So (I) follows from an earlier result.

Next, (I) implies (J). If is a bounded potential, say U, then vanishes
on negligible sets; under (I), moreover, has the property (a) stated above.
The conclusion of (J) has already been proved for the potentials of such
measures. Suppose to be the right potential of a bounded measure
The minimum of and a positive constant p is a potential for which the con-
clusion of (J) holds, by what has just been proved, and differs from the
minimum on an open set of natural capacity not greater than t(SC)/p. So
potentials of bounded measures satisfy the conclusion of (J). Finally,
consider a right excessive function and an open set D with compact closure.
The function HD is the right potential of a bounded measure and coincides
with on D. There is an open set A, of arbitrarily small natural capacity,
such that HD q is bounded and continuous on the complement of A; hence

is bounded and continuous on D A. Clearly, (J) follows at once from
this result and the properties of capacity.
That (J) implies (K) has been established by Doob for superharmonic

functions and Brownian motion. The proof carries over unchanged; it is
repeated here only for completeness. Let (J) hold, let , X, R have the
meanings given in (K), and let (f) be the statement that (X(r, )) is con-
tinuous at all points of the interval 0 < T < R() where X(r, ) is continu-
ous. Suppose X to have initial distribution g(r)ds, with g a bounded func-
tion that vanishes outside a compact set. The left potential of g(r)dr is
bounded, say by a. If E is any set having a natural right capacitary meas-
ure, then

f g(r)((r)dr f r(ds) f g(r)U(r, s)ds <= aC(E).

The inequality relating the extreme members holds for all analytic sets, by
passage to the limit. It states that the probability of X(r) belonging to E
for some strictly positive r is bounded by aC(E). Let us take E to be the set
G mentioned in (J). Since () holds if X(r, ) lies outside G for all strictly
positive r and since the natural capacity of G can be made arbitrarily small,
statement () must hold with probability 1. This conclusion extends at once
to a process with an absolutely continuous distribution. In dealing with an
arbitrary process X, let Z be a positive random variable which is independent
of X and has an element , of F1 for density function. The process X(T + Z)
has an absolutely continuous initial distribution, if one considers only the
for which Z() is less than R(). On letting , run through a fundamental
sequence, we see that () holds again with probability l. Statement (K)
follows from this result and Theorem 11.3.

Finally, (K) implies (H). We shall prove a somewhat stronger assertion,
valid in the simple theory of 4-9. Assume (A) and (B) to hold, h to be
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strictly positive, F to be a compact set for which no point is regular, and X
to be a process which hits F with strictly positive probability. Then
nowhere attains the value 1, and the set F is approximately null. We may
assume the initial distribution of X to vanish on F, going over to the process
X(r + Z) if necessary, with Z a small positive random variable that is inde-
pendent of X and has a continuous density function. Let T be the time X
hits F, T’ the time it hits the compact neighborhood G of F, and 2" or
the set where T or T’ is less than the simple terminal time Sx. Since no point
is regular for F and since (B) holds, T exceeds T’ almost everywhere on t*.
The time T’ increases to T as G shrinks to F; for almost all in t*, the point
X(T’(o), o) approaches X(T(o), @, and the value of ,I,x at X(V’(oo),
approaches 1, by Theorem 6.2. On the other hand, the value of xv at
Z(T(), ) is less than 1, so that 4xv (Z(r)) is not with probability 1 continu-
ous wherever X(r) is continuous. Turning matters around we see that (H)
holds, under (A) and (B), if ’v (Z(r)) is with probability 1 continuous
wherever X(r) is continuous, for some strictly positive and for all compact
sets F and all processes X.

In the next step of the rgument we assume (A) and (E) to hold and
to be excessive relative to the semigroup H). The function + XU is
then excessive relative to the semigroup H, as one sees by writing the equa-
tion

Uf =- UXf + 3,UUXf, f >= O,
and then letting f vary so that UXf increases go . Under (E), the right mem-
ber of the equation is bounded if f is bounded and vanishes outside a compact
set; consequently + XUk is bounded if k is dominated by UXf, with f
bounded function that vanishes outside a compact set. We see in particular
thag ,IXv, for F compact, is the difference of two bounded functions, boh
excessive relative to the semigroup H. According to this remark and the
foregoing paragraph, (H) follows from (A, B, E, K). I therefore follows
from the stronger set of hypotheses (F, G, K).

There are a number of remarks complementing the theorem just proved.
First, some hypothesis like (G) is needed in passing from (I), (d), or (K) to
(H), in order to eliminate the possibility that all excessive functions are con-
stant. On the other hand, (G) is superfluous if one starts from (F) and (H).
Statement (K) then follows from the remarks that a function is excessive for
the semigroup Hx if it is excessive for H, and that (G) holds for the semigroup
H,x and the basic measure (, provided X is strictly positive. The discussion
of (I) is a little more complicated, but the same in principle. Suppose the
support F of t* to be compact, U to be bounded, and the restriction of U
to F to be continuous. The equation

Uu UXu + XU Uxu
shows tha UXu is bounded and that its restriction o F is continuous, for both
functions on the right are lower semieontinuous. If X is strictly positive, the
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potential UXu is therefore continuous, since (G) holds for the pair H) and (.
The continuity of XUUX also is easily established, so that U itself must be
continuous; alternatively, UX, tends uniformly to U because XUUX ob-
viously decreases uniformly to the null function as X decreases to 0. As for
(J), only a sensible interpretation of capacity is needed. Let (jx) be state-
ment (J) with the natural capacity of G defined in terms of the semigroup
H) and the basic measure , and with understood to be right excessive for
the semigroup H; here X is required to be strictly positive, unless (G) holds
for vanishing . The statement (jx) apparently grows stronger as , increases,
because the natural capacity of a set increases with X; but the statements are
easily proved to be equivalent for all strictly positive X, or for all X if (G) holds
when X vanishes. The statements are also independent of the choice of basic
measure. Now, by the theorem just proved, (F) and (H) imply (jx) for every
strictly positive ,.
One can derive (K) from (A, C, H) in the setting of 4-9, by a proof quite

different from the one we have gone through. Statements (I) and (J) as
they stand make sense only under (F). One can frame similar assertions in
the setting of 4-9, however, and prove an analogue of Theorem 20.4.

Let (F) and (G) hold, and let be a measure in gg that vanishes on every
set comprising the points of an analytic set not left regular for the set. The
left potential of satisfies the conclusion of (J), as we have seen; so it also
satisfies the conclusion of (K), by the argument used in proving Theorem
2O.4.

Let (F) and (G) hold, and let , X, R have the meanings given in (K).
If is a right potential, then (X(r, o)) approaches 0 as r increases to R(0),
for almost all 0 such that X(r, o) approaches the point w. Therefore, one
mary replace R by in stating (K) for potentials, under (F) and (G).

Statement (H) holds for Brownian motion in n-space, but not for Brownian
motion in space-time. The theory of superharmonic functions therefore
differs profoundly from the theory of superparabolic functions. So far as it
concerns this paper, however, the difference is rather one of terminology and
elegance: Under (H) the exceptional sets mentioned in several theorems are
negligible, and need not be described in more detail; but without (H) they
may not be negligible, and must be described explicitly--for example, as the
set of points belonging to a certain analytic set but not right regular for the
set.

Let us discuss conditions ensuring the truth of (H).
In this paragraph (F) and (G) are assumed to hold, and F is the set reduced

to a single point t. The representation

(Py(r) C(F)U(r, t),

with C(F) the natural capacity of F, shows that F is not negligible if and only
if U(r, t) is bounded in r. We shall suppose U(r, t) to be bounded in r for
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the rest of the paragraph. If is right regular for F, then I, attains its maxi-
mum at t, and U(t, t) therefore bounds U(r, t). The converse is also true.
Suppose, for the purpose of argument, that F(t) is 1 but that is not right
regular for F. A process X starting at t then hits F at a finite and strictly
positive time, with probability 1; this fact and the extended Markoff property
imply that with probability 1 the point X(r, o) coincides with for arbitrarily
great values of r. Hence the integral of U(t, r) dr over any neighborhood of

is infinite, by an argument like the one beginning the proof of Proposition
12.6. This result contradicts (G). So must in fact be right regular for F.
Thus (H) holds, under (F) and (G), if U(s, s) is finite for all s and bounds

U(r, s) for all r and s. Incidentally, U(r, s) is then continuous in r and in s,
because (I) must also be true by Theorem 20.4. Instances of this situation
are the stable processes on the line with exponent greater than 1; one must
take the parameter h strictly positive to ensure (G).

Matters are less satisfactory if the kernel is unbounded. Let (F) and (G)
hold, and let U(r, s) have the following properties:

(i) U(s, s) bounds U(r, s) .for all r and s.

(ii) If A and B are disjoint compact sets, then U(r, s) is bounded in the pair
(r, s) and continuous in r for s fixed, as r and s range over A and B.

(iii) C can be covered by distinguished open sets.

A set G is said to be distinguished if a constant a exists for which this statement
is true: For every compact subset F of G and for every point r of G, there is a
point r’ of F such that the inequality

U(r, s) <= aU(r’, s)

holds for all s in F. The set G is distinguished, for example, if aU(t, s) bounds
U(r, s) whenever r, s, are three points of G satisfying the inequality

p(r, s) >= p(r, t),

with p a metric inducing the topology of G; for then r’ may be taken as the
point of F nearest r.

Clearly, (ii) implies that U is continuous on 3C F if is a bounded meas-
ure on the compact set F. Let G be a distinguished open set, a the asso-
ciated constant, F a compact subset of G, and a measure on F. Then U,
is bounded on G by a times the supremum of U on F; the same bound serves
on 3C, because G is a neighborhood of the support of 9.

Statement (I) is easily proved under these hypotheses, and (H) then follows
from Theorem 20.4. First of all, U(r, s) is continuous in r if U(s, s) is finite;
for it is continuous away from s by (ii), upper semicontinuous at s by (i), and
always lower semicontinuous. Thus one may ssume the measure mentioned
in (I) to attribute no mass to a single point. Next, the compact set F men-
tioned in (I) may be assumed to be a subset of some distinguished open set,
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because the sum of two lower semicontinuous functions is continuous only if
both functions are continuous. With these simplifications the proof of (I)
is a mere repetition of the familiar one for Newtonian potentials.

According to the preceding criterion, (H) holds for Brownian motion and
for the processes associated with the potentials of Marcel Riesz. The next
criterion establishes this result with less computation.

Statement (H) holds if (F) holds and if the function h(7, r, s) is symmetric,

h(, r, s) h(,, s, r), r, s e 5C, /e F.

We shall first sketch a simple proof, assuming each measure H(r, ds) to
have total mass 1. The measure then coincides withH for all r, and one
may consider the standard realization (5, ((5), m) of a stationary process
with transition measures H(r, ds), defined more precisely in 17. The semi-
groups H and xH coincide, because of the symmetry assumed. Let be ex-
cessive for some semigroup Hx. We know from Theorem 11.3 that (y(r))
is continuous on the right in r for almost all elements of 5. The transfor-
mation sending the path y(r) into the path

(r) =]im y(-),

preserves the measure m, because of the symmetry assumed. So Theorem
1.1.3 implies that ()(r)) is continuous on the right for almost all elements of. Consequently, (y(r)) is continuous wherever y(r) is continuous, a set
of paths of measure null being neglected. It quickly follows that, for every
process X and with probability 1, the function (X(r)) is continuous wherever
X(v) is continuous. Thus (K) holds for each semigroup H, so that (H)
must indeed be true. In this proof, hypothesis (F) is not really needed. It
is enough that (A) and (B) hold. that the Markoff transition measures be
absolutely continuous relative to the invariant measure , and that the sta-
tionary Markoff process constructed from and the transition measures
have the same transition measures after the direction of time is reversed.
We shall establish (H), under (F) and the symmetry of h(/, r, s), by means

of Theorem 20.4 and a argument taken from a paper by Henri Cartan on
the Newtonian potential, Bull. Soc. Math. France, t. 73, pp. 74-106. Hy-
pothesis (G) will be assumed during the proof; no generality is lost thereby,
for the scmigroup H may be replaced by the semigroup Hx if necessary, the
basic measure being held fast. The adjectives left and right are unnecessary
now, because of the symmetry.

Let be the function (v)-1/ on the interval 0 < r < . The convolu-
tion of this function with itself has the constant value 1, so that U may be
written as h h in the notation of 17; this relation may also be expressed as

(20.1.) U(r, s) f h(, r, t)h(, s, t) dt,
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because h(, r, s) is symmetric in r and s. If is a positive measure on
let Wt be the function

(20.2) W.(r) =- j h(, r, s) (ds), r

We take + to be the class of positive measures for which the functions Wu
re squre integrable, and define the inner product of two elements of
to be

(, ) f (W)(W) dr

(20.3)

JJ (dr)U(r, s)(ds).

By (20.1) the two integrals re in fct equal for ll positive measures and. The class + is closed under addition and multiplication by positive con-
stnts. The inner product is finite, symmetric, and bilinear, and it obviously
stisfies the inequality

<,,
where ]u stands for the positive square root of <u,
A bounded measure hving u bounded potential clearly belongs to 5+,

by the second expression of the inner product. Let E be an analytic set, of
finite natural capacity, whose ntural capacitary measure exists. The meas-
ure belongs to 3+ und is concentrated on the union of E with the set of
points regular for E; so the natural capacity of E is precisely x 2 by the
second definition of the inner product. We shall now prove that a measure

in 3+ belongs to and vanishes on negligible sets. If F is a compact set
on which Uu exceeds the positive constant o, then

pC(F) @F, U> " C(F)I/e U ,
so that C(F) does not exceed ] ]/p:. The same number evidently bounds
the natural capacity of the open set on which U exceeds p. In particular,
U is infinite on a negligible set at most, so that belongs to . Let E be
negligible set with compact closure. If G is a compact neighborhood of E,
then

because the potential of a hs the v]ue i M] points of G. Since the
urM cpcity of G cn be mde rbitrrily smMl, (E) must vnish; therefore
wnishes on every negligible set.
The digerenoe of two measures in 8+ is set function, we]] defined nd

oountbly dditive on ets with compact closures nd wnishing on negligible
sets. Iet 8 be the vector space formed by these set functions. The poten-
til of an e]ement of 8 is de6ned up to negligible set, the set where the po-
tentials of the positive nd negative prts of v re both in6nito. We gin
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take (20.3) to define the inner product of two elements of &. The two in-
tegrals make sense and have the same value, by what has just been proved;
the first one shows that (20.4) still holds, I1 being again the positive square
root of the positive number (, }. It will be shown in a moment that
vanishes only if vanishes, but this fact is not really needed.
Let and belong to , and let B be the set where U U exceeds the

positive number p or one of the potentials is undefined. We shall prove the
inequality
(0.5) C(B) 1 I%,
where C(B) stands for the natural capacity of B. Let F be a compact set on
which both potentials are defined and U exceeds p + U. By the in-
equality

pC(F) f (dr)[V- U] (,- . - ,
and the fact that C(F) bounds ]v :, the natural capacity of F does not ex-
ceed [:/p. The same number evidently bounds the ntural cpacity
of the full set on which both potentials are defined and U exceeds p U.
A similar inequality holds with and interchanged, and the potentials of
and are defined except on a negligible set. So (20.5) is established. As

first application, let us take to be the null measure and ] to vnish. The
right member of (20.5) then vanishes for all strictly positive p, so that Up
vanishes except on a negligible set. The potentials of the positive nd nega-
tive parts of u consequently agree except on negligible set; these two meas-
ures therefore coincide, and must be the null measure.

It is now an easy matter to prove statement (J). Let be a positive
bounded measure with a bounded potential, and let be an element of F.
Then H U is continuous, by Proposition 18.1, and ] bounds
because U dominates H U. Therefore,

u-- fiIu 2u 2(v,u) 2 [Uu-lt Uu]u(dr).

The last member decreases to 0 as y runs through fundamental sequence,
because H Uu increases to Uu. Consequently, by (20.5), the continuous
function H Uu converges uniformly to Uu on the complement of an open
set whose natural capacity can be mde arbitrarily small. Thus there is
open set G, of arbitrarily small natural capacity, such that the restriction of
Uu to G is continuous. One extends this result to the potential of
bounded measure by considering the minimum of the potential nd constant,
and to an excessive function by considering the potential H. , with D
a compact set. So (J) holds.

Statement (H) now follows from Theorem 20.4.
We shall continue the discussion a little further. Given a compact set F,

denote by & the subclass of &+ comprising the measures ocentr,ted on F,
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and by ; the subspace of g spanned by g+. If is any measure in g+, then
Or belongs to g+, and its potential agrees with the potential of everywhere
on F, with the exception of a negligible set. Thus (#, /}r ) vanishes
for every/ in gr, so that/}r is precisely the projection of on gr, in the
sense of the inner product defined on g. The part of the modern theory of
potentials that exploits the inner product of g can therefore be carried over to
the present situation; for example, Cartan’s discussion of the various modes
of convergence of measures remains valid.

21. The relative theory

For a moment let A be a closed set in Euclidean space, 8C the complement of
A, and the restriction of Lebesgue measure to 3C. The space 3e, the measure, and the transition measures of Brownian motion relative to the time of
hitting A satisfy hypothesis (F) if and only if every point of A is regular for
A. Thus the theory of the classical potentials on an arbitrary domain is not
included in the treatment of 17-20, so that it is necessary to discuss the
relative theory in the spirit of 10-14, but within the framework of (F).

In this section the space , the semigroup H, and the basic measure (
satisfy (F), while }R and are the dual systems of terminal times deter-
mined by a positive function a and an analytic set A as in 17. We shall use
the notation introduced in 17 for the relative transition measures and density
functions. The kernels K), defined as e-XK for positive, can be inter-
preted as the transition measures relative to the system determined by a + X
and A for the processes corresponding to the semigroup H,, or as the transi-
tion measures relative to the system determined by a and A for the processes
corresponding to the semigroup H). The dual kernels/) are defined simi-
larly. Observe that the density functions kx(a, r, s) are symmetric in r and
s if the functions h(a, r, s) are symmetric. The parameter X will be displayed
only in a few definitions and proofs to avoid ambiguity.
The set 8C comprises all points of 3e not regular for 97, while 3 comprises

all points of 3e not regular for . The two sets obviously coincide if the func-
tions h(a, r, s) are symmetric, and it is important that they never differ by
much.

PROPOSITION 21..1. The sets 8C and differ at most by a null set, or by a
negligible set if (H) holds.

In the proof we take X strictly positive, so that the measure H(r, ds),
defined as in (18.2), has mass less than 1 whenever r belongs to C. Let F
be a compact subset of 3C . The relation

v r,rr

holds because rx is concentrated on F, hence on the set of points regular for. The right member is less than 1 on F, by the first sentence of the proof,
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so that no point of F is regular for F. Thus F is null, or negligible under
(H); consequently 3 is null or negligible, so also a by duality.
The discussion of the sets 3 at the end of 10 and of special sets at the

beginning of 11 requires a few supplements. Take to be the function

() --- {R < T, R < },

where R is the time assigned by 9t to a process starting at r, T is the time the
process arrives at w, and S is a positive random variable independent of R
and T and having e as density function for positive z. This function is lower
semicontinuous, since it is excessive for the semigroup H. The set Y: is
the part of where q) is less than 1, while the set , defined for fl less than
1, is the part of ;tO where is less than ft. If , exceeds , then includes
the closure of because is lower semicontinuous. A right special set is
an analytic set which is nearly open for the processes X, which is included in
some 3, and which has compact closure in 3C. The closure of a right special,
set is evidently included in some right special set; in the present circumstances,
indeed, one could replace right special sets. by compact subsets of the ,.
The sets and left special sets are defined similarly.
The kernel for potentials VX(r, s) is taken to be/cx(a, r, s), with a identically

1. It vanishes unless r belongs to ,. and s to , and it is related to UX(r, s)
by the equations

v=+HU=V+Ufl,
where H and H are defined as in (18.2). These facts were proved in 17-
18.
Let and : be dual systems of terminal times, relatively independent of
and . The kernel K is defined as in (10.16), and K is defined dually.

The identity
KV.(r, s) V K.(r, s)

is easily proved. The two members are excessive for K in the variable r,
excessive for/ in the variable s; so it is enough to establish the relation al-
most everywhere on the product space 5C X 5C. To do this, consider the dual
systems and , which are respectively the minimum of 9 and or the
minimum of and :. For ?, strictly positive, the equations

V W / KV,
U W: / U/ Vx W4 + V K,

determine the four functions W almost everywhere on 3C X 5. By (18.3),
the functions W1 and W agree almost everywhere. By the probabilistic
interpretation, W and W: agree almost everywhere in the second variable
once the first is fixed, while W and W4 agree almost everywhere in the first
variable once the second is fixed. Thus W and W, coincide almost every-
where on the product space, so that the relation to be established holds for
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X strictly positive. It follows for vanishing X by a passage to the limit. In a
thorough presentation, of course, the general version of (17.10) would be es-
tablished by the methods of 17, but we shall not need the result.
We shall write K if is determined by the analytic set E. A measure

belongs to the class x if it is concentrated on and if xK is a bounded
measure whenever/ is a left special set. The class is defined dually.
The place of hypothesis (G) is taken by the following statement"

(G*) If D is a right special set and f) a left special set, the integrals

f)V(r,s) ds, ji V(r,s) dr,

are bounded in s and in r.

Under (G*), a potential V is integrable over left special sets--hence finite
almost everywhere--if belongs to , and the potential determines . For h
strictly positive, not only does (G*) hold, but the integrals also vanish at in-
finity, because U dominates V.
A set E is easily seen to be approximately null relative to if arid only if

E n is a null set for the basic measure . By Proposition 21.1, therefore, a
set is approximately null relative to if and only if it is approximately null
relative to .

Let be excessive for K and finite almost everywhere. It is then finite
except on a set that is negligible relative to 9, nd we shall prove that it is
integrable over every left special set. First, choose a strictly positive func-
tion f so that the product f is integrable over 5C. Next, observe thut the
inequality

f V(r, s)q(s) ds <= (r), > O,

follows at once from the definition of excessive function. Given a left special
set/), fix ), strictly positive and choose a positive function g, bounded and
vanishing outside some left special set, so that the integral J" g(r)V(r, s)dr
exceeds 2 whenever s belongs to/; the existence of g is assured by the dual of
Proposition 12.1. Denote by or the measure g(r)dr or g,(r)dr, with g

Ux Uxthe minimum of g and nf. The potential . increases to as n increases,
and both potentials are bounded continuous functions by Proposition 18.1.

Ux UxUsing Dini’s theorem, let us fix n so that exceeds by less than 1 at
Vx Vall points of/. Then differs from Vx by less than 1 on/), and

consequently exceeds 1 at all points of/). Matters being so, we have

f (s)ds <- ff g(r)V(r, s)q(s) dr ds

f n f f(r)q(r)dr,<_ 1 g(r)(r) dr <

and the last member is finite by the choice of f.
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The only requirement of finiteness imposed on a measure excessive for
/ is that it attribute finite mass to every left special set. Thus, using the
preceding result and arguing as in 18, we find that there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence (- ds between such measures and functions that are excessive
for K and finite almost everywhere. One verifies as before that K cor-
responds to( ds), the transformation being defined as in 14. From
now on we suppose excessive functions to be finite almost everywhere.
The integral f It(a, r, s)f(s) ds is upper semicontinuous in r if f is a bounded

positive function and a an element of r, because the integrand is upper
semicontinuous in r and the integral with k(a, r, s) replaced by h(a, r, s) was
proved in 18 to be continuous. The assertion remains true if a is only posi-
tive and integmble, by the argument immediately preceding Proposition 18.1.

PROPOSITION 21.2. Let (G*) hold, and let f be a positive bounded function
that vanishes outside some right special set. The integral f V(r, s)f(s) ds is then
upper semicontinuous in r as well as bounded.

The proof is like that of Proposition 18.1. The proposition is of course not
so useful as the former one.

PROPOSITION 21.3. Let (G*) hold, let F be a compact set of some , and
let the be measures concentrated on F. If V, increases and (F) remains
bounded, as n increases, then converges wealcly to a measure on F, and V in-
creases to V.

We shall first prove the proposition assuming that ,, converges weakly to a
measure . By the dual of Proposition 21.2,

lim f f(r) dr f V(r, s)(ds) f f(r) dr f V(r, s)(ds)

for every positive bounded function f that vanishes outside some left special
set. Therefore V dominates the limit of V almost everywhere, hence every-
where, the two functions being excessive.

In the next step of the proof we fix strictly positive and choose a left
special set that includes F. Let nd be the measures

(ds) (hV) ds, (ds) ds,

where is the limit of V,. The mesure R coincides with , the meas-
ure u increases to the bounded measure K , and W K tends
weakly to K . Also, the potentials

+ KV ( + ) KV
increase with n. Consequently, by Proposition 14.4,

+ z + .),

and the inequality
lira V > lira VX( + #) > Vx
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follows immediately. On letting X approach 0 we find that e dominates V.
So the two functions must coincide, and the proof is complete under the sup-
plementary hypothesis that the converge weakly. The full proposition
follows from this partial result, because the limit measure is determined by
its potential.

PROPOSITION 21.4. Let (G*) hold, let F be a compact subset of some f,
and let the be bounded measures on F. If Vn decreases as n increases, then

converges weakly to a measure on F, and V decreases almost everywhere
to Vv.

The proof is like the preceding one and will be omitted. According to
Proposition 14.4 and the subsequent remark, the set F may be replaced by

in the last two propositions if the parameter , is strictly positive.
According to Proposition 18.5 and the subsequent discussion, the kernels

Kv. Kv and Kv coincide if E includes F and every point of F is left regular for
E. The next result is proved in the same manner as Proposition 18.4.

PROPOSITION 21.5. Let (G*) hold, let q be excessive for K,, and let E be an
analytic subset of some left special set. Then K q is a potential Vv, with v

a bounded measure concentrated on the union of E with the set of points left
regular for E.

Ar analytic set E determines two functions which are excessive for K,

T(r) (P{T < R}, O(r) - 5)IR > 0, T =< R, T < },

where R is the terminal time assigned to a process X starting t r and 7.’ is
the time X hits E. These functions generalize in different ways the natural
capacitary potential discussed in 19. We shall treat first I,, the right
projective potential of E, and reserve until the end of the section a few re-
marks concerning O, the right capacitary potential of E.

.DROPOSITION 21.6. 7.’he set is negligible relative to .
Let F be a compact subset of, , tke ), strictly positive, and consider
bounded potential U, with a measure on F. The identity

U HU =- V - 0

holds, because is concentrated on the set of points regular for . We shall
interpret the equntion when , is the ntural right capacitary measure of F
discussed in 19. Let X be a process starting at an arbitrary point, R the
terminal time, T the time it hits F, and S a positive random variable hving
he- s density function for positive and independent of R and T. The
equation states that the event T < S has the same probability as the event
R < S and X(r)e F for some r between R and S. It follows that the event
R =< T hus probability 1. Consequently F is negligible relative to , and, is lso negligible.
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Clearly ,I,E remains the same if E is replaced by E n 3, and also if E is
replaced by E n according to the foregoing proposition. So no generality
is lost by assuming E to be included in 3 n . If (G*) holds and if E is in-
cluded in a left special set, then I,R is a potential VrE, with rR a bounded
measure concentrated on the union of E with the set of points left regular for
E; this follows from Proposition 21.5 with o taken identically 1 on 3. Under
(G*) again, the same statement is true if E is included in a right special set;
this follows quickly from Proposition 12.1. Whenever xI, is a potential V,
we shall speak of r as the right projective measure of E.
The left projective potentialx and measure # are defined similarly. It is

easy to see that there exists, for each analytic set E, an increasing sequence of
compact subsets, each included in some intersection 3 n , such that

and increase to and x as F runs through the sequence.
Let (G*) hold, and let E be an analytic set whose closure is a compact subset

of some intersection 3 n 3. Then both r and # are bounded meas-
ures, and we shall prove that they have the same mass. Choose a right spe-
cial set D and a left special set/) including E. The potential # V is identi-
cally 1 on J, therefore 1 at every point belonging to E or left regular for E
so that

’(s) f c V.(r)I?C,(dr, s) f - K,(dr) V(r, s).

Hence KE is the left projective measure of E, and similarly/ rD is the
right projective measure of E. We now have

(3) f (dr)Vrz.(r) f (dr)K V.(r,

Since the last integral is unchanged under the replacement of K. V by
the two projective measures of E have the same mass.
Under (G*) the projective mass of an arbitrary analytic set E is defined

to be the supremum of the mass of r as F ranges over the compact subsets of
E that are included in left special sets. It is easily proved that the dual
definition gives the same number, that F may be restricted to the sequence
mentioned two paragraphs above, and that the mass of r or is precisely
the projective mass of E when one of the measures exists. It follows that
set is negligible for 9 if and only if it is negligible for .
Under (G*) a measure v belongs to 9 if and only if Vv is integrable with

respect to for every left special set 1. The proof is like the one in 18.
Fix an increasing sequence of open sets G. so that the closure of G is a com-

pact subset of G+ and the union of the G. is 3. Let be G
and let F be the complement of/5. The sequences 1 and F take the part
of the sequences G and F introduced before Theorem 8.8. We shall now
extend that theorem to the relative theory.
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THEOREM 21.7. Let (G*) hold, and let belong to 9. Then Hy V decreases
to 0 as F runs through the sequence Fn except perhaps at the points where V is
infinite and at the points of which are right regular for every F,. This ex-
ceptional set is negligible relative to .
Denote by E the set on which HyV does not tend to 0, and consider a

compact subset B that is included in a left special set. There is a bounded
positive function g, vanishing outside some left special set, such that the in-
tegral f g(r)V(r, s) dr exceeds 1 for all s in B. The integral then dominates

V, and consequently the inequality

f -,(dr)Hy V.(r) <- f g(r)HyV,.(r) dr

holds. The integral on the right decreases to 0 as F runs through the sequence
F, by the dual of Theorem 14.7. As a consequence, . vanishes and B is
negligible for , hence for . This result and Proposition 21.6 prove E to
be negligible for 9. Suppose now that r is not right regular for F and that
V is finite at r. The measure K(r, ds) attributes no mass to a set negligible
for , and every point of F is left regular for Fk if n exceeds k. Therefore, by
dominated convergence,

KV.(r) K Ky.V.(r) O, n .
The proof of the second sentence of the theorem is now complete. To prove
the third sentence, it is enough to show that a set C is negligible for 9 if it
is compact, if it comprises only points right regular for every F, and if it
is included in some right special set. By Proposition 12.1, there is a meas-
ure of the form fds, with f a bounded positive function that vanishes outside
some right special set, whose potential V exceeds 1 at all points of C. It
is clear that H V coincides with V at all points of C, as F runs through
the sequence F therefore C is negligible for , by the first part of the proof.
The simplest example showing the need of exceptional points is given by

uniform motion on a circle, taking a null, A reduced to a single point s, and
a mass placed at s. Both and are the full circle, V is a constant, and
H U decreases to 0 except at s.
The analogue of Theorem 18.7 of course carries over in the obvious manner,

but Theorem 18.9 requires some changes.
Under (G*) the least determining set for V is the support of , provided
is measure in . It may not be true, however, that under (G*) an ex-

cessive function is potential if it has a compact subset of some for a
determining set. For these reasons we shall extend Theorem 18.9 in two parts,
a strong version for potentials and a weaker one for excessive functions.

THEOREM 21.8. Let (G*) hold, let E be an analytic set, and let belong to .
Then, except perhaps at the points where V is infinite and at the points of E
not right regular .for E, the infimum of Ka V, as G ranges over the neighborhoods
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of E, coincides with the supremum of Vt, as tt ranges over the measures on E n
whose potentials are dominated by Vv.

The theorem follows at once from Theorem 13.5, because an excessive func-
tion is a potential if it is dominated by Vv. Observe that the infimum men-
tioned in the theorem may be replaced by the infimum of He V as B ranges
over the analytic sets that include E n 3 and are nearly open for the processes. For, the new infimum is dominated by the old one, and He V coincides
with Vt if B is such a set and u a measure on E . The supremum is
easily seen to be the potential of 1 + 2, where 1 is the restriction of v to
E and . is/( ).

THEOREM 21.9. Let (G*) hold, let E be an analytic subset of , and let
be excessive for Kr. Then, except at the points where is infinite and at the
points of E not right regular for E, the infimum of H)q, as D ranges over the
analytic sets that include E and are nearly open for the processes f(, coincide,

with the supremum of V, as t ranges over the measures on E whose potentials
are dominated by

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 14.11, except that Theorem 21.8
takes the place of Proposition 14.10. The minor assertions of Theorem 18.9
are also extended without difficulty to the present circumstances.
The next proposition is needed in studying the function 0E.

t)ROPOSITION 21..10. Let B be included in some . The points that are
both regular for and left regular for B then form a negligible set.

In the proof we shall take }, strictly positive but omit it from notation. By
the definition of , the mass of H(r, ds) is then bounded away from 1, say
by a, as r ranges over the closure of . Given a bounded measure , define
v recursively by taking 0 to be and setting

The mss of u decreases as n increases, and the mass of . does not exceed
au(3C). The series v U therefore converges except on a negligible set,
so that the relation

,u Z: u u) + Z: u u)

Z i 2k(u HB U) + Z P2k+l(U H U)

holds except on a negligible set. Let us denote by W the kernel for potentials
relative to the system of terminal times defined by B, by tt the sum of the
of even index, and by u’ the sum of the u of odd index. The preceding equa-
tion can be written

vU W +
and the right nember obviously vanishes at every point that is regular for

und left regular for B. The set of such points is therefore negligible, for v

can be chosen so that uU is strictly positive everywhere.
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Let E be an analytic subset of some , and let F be an analytic set which
includes E, which includes every point right regular for E, and for which
every point of E is left regular. We shall prove that Kv Og coincides with
OE. This amounts to proving that the set 2’, defined by the relations

has probability null, T being the time a process X starting from a point of
hits E, 7" the time X hits F, and R the terminal time assigned to .X. The
event

fr a(X(-)) dr Z
,o

has probability null, if Z is the auxiliary variable used in defining R, because
the two members are independent. So we may assume R to be the time X
hits the set A, provided we suppose all points regular for 9 to be adjoined to
A. For almost all o in 2’ the point X(T(), o) belongs to A n F, because
every point right regular for A belongs to A, and because every point that
belongs to E or is right regular for E belongs to F. We may therefore assume
further that A is included in E, for the replacement of A by A n E leaves R
unchanged on t, except on a set of probability null. Now, by Proposition
18.5, for almost all 0 in 2’ the point X(T(), o) is right regular for both E and
A, while the set of such points is negligible according to Proposition 21.10.
Consequently 2’ is null, and Kv 0E coincides with 0E.
Now let E be an analytic set whose closure is included in a left special set

f), and let (G*) hold. Then Ks 0 is the same as 0, by the preceding para-
graph, so that 0 is a potential VK, with a bounded measure. Denote by
the union of E with the set of points right regular for E. If G is a neighbor-
hood of E’, then/v K coincides with since K 0 coincides with 0 on
letting G shrink to E’ we find that is concentrated on the union of E with the
set of points that are right regular or left regular for E. I do not know
whether any of the mass of is borne by the points that are right regular for E
but neither belong to E nor are left regular for E; such points are certainly
required for systems of terminal times a little more general than the ones
considered here. If E is included in a right special set, as well as a left special
set, then there is a measure k dual to ; however, the two measures may not
have the same mass.

Let (G*) hold, and let be a measure concentrated on E whose potential is
bounded by 1. If G is a neighborhood of E, then V is dominated by
on letting G run through the decreasing sequence of Proposition 2.2, we find
that V is dominated by 0E. On the other hand, 0 is the limit of an in-
creasing sequence of such potentials, provided E is included in and every
point right regular for E belongs to E. To see this, one considers a process X
having for initial distribution g(r)ds, with g strictly positive. Let t’ be
the set where T is finite and not greater than R; here 7’ is the time X hits E,
and R is the terminal time. Choose an increasing sequence of compact sub-
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sets F of E so that each F. is included in a left special set and X(T(),
belongs to some Fn, for almost every in 2’. The functions 0r increase al-
most everywhere to 0 as F runs through the sequence. Since 0 and the
limit function are both excessive, the convergence takes place everywhere and
gives the asserted approximation of 0.

It is clear by this time that the functions ,PE and 0E are extreme extensions
of the natural capacitary potential discussed in 19. There is an intermediate
extension, not treated here, that stems from the algorithm used in proving
Proposition 21.10 and has an interesting probabilistic interpretation. The
functions P and 0 coincide, of course, if the terminal time assigned to
process differs with probability 1 from the (finite) time the process hits E.
If this condition is met for a sufficiently large class of sets, then the treatment
of capacity in 19 extends to the relative theory with little alteration. It is
enough to suppose, for example, that the system 9 is determined by a func-
tion a having the property that the integrals

f0 a (X(a)) d,

arc tinitc, for every process and with probability 1. The next proposition
gives different criterion.

TmonEU 21.11. Let (H) hold, and let E be an analytic set whose closure is
included in u . If R is the terminal time assigned to a process X and if
is the time X hits E, then the set ’ on which T is finite and coincides with R has
probability null.

Let R be defined by a, A, and the auxiliary variable Z. The event

f0 Z

has probability null; we may therefore assume a to vanish identically, suppos-
ing every point regular for to be adjoined to A. The set A n is negligible,
under (H), for else would contain a point regular for 9; similarly, A n
is negligible. Now, for almost all o in f’ the point X(T(o), o) belongs to the
union of these sets, because it belongs to A and to the closure of E. The
probability of f’ must, therefore vanish.
Under (H), consequently, the theory of capacity can be treated as in 19.
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